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NOTICE
This report was prepared u ea account of work munsoeed by the United
States Goverrunent. Neither the Unshed Stares nor the United States Enmity
Rev /such bevelopment Adrninistrition, nor any of Sleek employees, nor
any of their aontradars, subcontractors, or their employees, makes any
veuranty, _eognees or implied, or Glut ee espy WO Nib& Illy err >dtrlay
for the accuracy, cumpkteness or usefulness of any Informs ion,
product or process disclosed or represents ihni its use would no
privately owned rights.
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acing and
Division of

lit tion (ERDA)-. Thy

up of the Los Alarrioi Scientific Laborato
asses srneqt 'of the prkent status of solar tin i

presented with the confiden4e that the emerging solar energy
continue, to conduct a broadirange of R&D activiles This plan descri
Federal R&D program plan for solar heating a cooling, including those
activities to be funded in whole or in-part by the Federal Government. The
program plan is compatible with, but more detailed than that described in the
NAtional Plan for Solar Heating arid Cooling, ERbA 21A. It is intended that thii

report be circulated widely for review arid ,comrntrit by all those
concerneilwith the R&D aspects elf solar-heating and cooling. lt is also planned.
that several groups, such as ASHRAE, ASME, and SBA, will conduct formal
reviews of this plan and provide E RDA with their recommendations. Cdrnments
received by March 1, 1977 Will be considered in the-preparation f of the final
report on. the Program Plan for Research and Development in Solar Heating and
Coolings-Cornrnents should be sent to.:

Dr. Frederick Ft Morse, Chief
Research and Development Branch
Division of Solar Energy '
.Energy Research and Development Administration
Washington, D.C. 20545 ,

As with most plinning documents, it is anticipated that this R&D cvograrn
plan will be revised and improved as results from the current research, develop-
ment, and demonstration projects, botli Fecleially and privately supported,
become available. Comments received after March 1 will be considered for
incorporation in future revisions of this plan.

iii
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R&D PROGRAM. PLAN
This report presents the ERONDivision of Solar

Energy (DSO program plan for research and develop-
ment in the use of solar energy for heating and, cool-
frig buildings and for agriculturV and industrial' proc
ess applications. 7'

The objective of the ERDA solar energy R&D pro -
grari is to provide the solar energy industry and other
used with the means (Infonmation, componentreetc.)
to produce -cost-effective solar envoy systems. The
application of solar energy for heiling and cooling
involveS, to.a significant extent, components (such as
heat pumps, air conditioning machines, and controls)
which are used in conventional HVAC systems. The
relatively new and rapidly developing solar energy
industry is also producing many of the required com-
ponents. The ERDA program builds on this tiEhnol-
oge and attempts to assist the solar energy industry to
develop: cost-effective components and systems more
rapidly.

As part of tfte preparation of this program plan,
meetings were held with representatives from indus-
try,- universities, and the Government. The following
conclusions were reached:

The major problem to be addressed is the
development of cost-effective components
and systems.

The state of the art varies greatly for different
components and applications, with solar
cooling technology being generally less de-
veloped than that for solar heating.

Applications and climatic zones are so varied
that-careful analysis is necessary to determine
the most cost-effective approaches.

Cost- effective retrofit systems are not well de-
veloped, and -techniques for optimizing re-
trofit design are riot readily available.

As a result of these conclusions, an ERDA- directed,
applications-oriented R& D program is being initiated.
The plan for this directed R&D program is the subject
of the present report. The current R&D program is
components-oriented; and, while that approach has
made significant Contributions to the present state of
technology, it can be strengthened by the applica-

ix

SUMMARY

tions strategy. The directed m, then, lea contin-
uation of the present program, wit with a shift in
emphasis.

The main feature of the directed program is the
focus, on several approaches, called paths, to the
applications of solar energy. Term such paths are iden-
tified for buildings applications and eleven for agri-
cultural and industrial process applIcatioris. A path is
simply the linking of a method of ertergy'collection or
rejection with a particular application.

The ten paths identified in the report for the solar
heating and cooling of buildings are as follows:-

Service hot water (2 paths): flat plate liquid;
heating collectors and flat plate air-heating
collectors. -

Space heating (4 paths): direct solar heating of
space or structure, solar-assisted heat pump
with various types of collectors, flat plate air-,
heating collectors, and flat plate liqUid-heat,
ing collectors.

Space cooling (4 paths): evaporative cooling,
night sky radiation, or cool night air without
additional energy conditioning equipment;
concentrating collectors with absorption or
Rankine vapor compression chiller; advanced
non-concentrating collectors with absorption
or Rankine vapor compression chiller (operat-
ing at moderate temperatures); and flat plate
collectors with desiccant machines for air
conditioning or dehumidification.

The report lists the eleven paths for agricultural and
industrial process applications but does not describe
them in detail.

The ten heating and cooling paths differ in charac-
ter. Some require an emphasis on materials develop
rnent, some on system analysis, and some on compo -,
nent development and testing- In order to move along
anof the paths, specific tasks must be undertaken,
whether in series or in parallel_ Approximately 275
taski have been identified. They occur in five cate-
gories: collectors, storage and heat exchange, air
conditioning and heat pumps, systems and controls,
and non-engineering aspects. Because most of the
tasks occur on more than one path, she paths are
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The inplementation of the directed program will'
differ from that for the present Program chiefly in
being based on competitive solicitations rather than
on unsolicited proposals. indust9y, universities, small
businesses, and Government la6oratories are ex-

to continue to perform R&D lasks, with proj-
support corning from the ERDA laboratories.

Sintce the R&D program is a part of ERDA's total
energy program, it has many points of impact on
other ER DA programs and organizations, and on other
Federal agencies. Implementation of the . R&D pro-
gram is being coordinated with the appropriate
groups, with 'special emphasis being placed on inte-
gration with the residential and commercial demon-
stration program.

The ten solar heating and cooling paths for build-
ings applications will be cost effective if key problems
cab be solved. As technology Advances and project
results are analyzed, the paths will be given periodic-
evaluations and priorities will be adjusted. Milestone

ram.

R&D PROGRAM REPORT
The present report is divided in three parts: Plan,

Paths, and Tasks. The report is organized to allow a
reader to gain an overview of the R&D program Plan
without forcing him to become involved in all of its
details.

Part I of the report (the Executive Summary and
Sections I and II) gives the overview 9f the program
plan. The second part (Sections Ill and IV) describes
the ten paths to the solar heating and cooling of
buildings and briefly discusses the agricultural and
industrial process applications. The third part (the
appendices) presents detailed information on the
tasks. Appendix A gives flow diagrams for the heating
and cooling tasks, and Appendix B includes brief
descriptions of these tasks and of the non-engineering
tasks. Appendix C lists ihe Importance numbers for all
of the solar heating and cooling engineering tasks,
and Appendix C indicates the' importance of each
non-engineering task to the overall R&D program.
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-the ERDA'research an
solar heating and tooling

"Mural and industrial
is Written for these familiar

r heating and cooling, and
ERDA solar heating and tool-

plari. It provides the many users of solar
with an insight into.likely advances in the
and for solar heating and cool-

in

In this plan, it is recognized that a4 application of
solar energy for heating and cooling involves, to a
significant degree, existing components, such as heat
pumps/ air conditioning machines, controls, etc.,
Which make up today's HVAC systems. Furthermore,
since the relatively new and rapidly developing solar
energy industry-is producing many of the keycompi
rents for solar,erierasystems, the plan buildson this
existing technology and, by supporting work On a
wide range of problems, seeks to assist the solar
energy induSp in developing the cost-effective com-
ponents and- systems that will be essential for the
widespread use of solar energy for solar heating and
cooling of buildings and for agricultural and indus-
trial processes.

In addition to ERDA's'solar energy activities, many
efforts are underway in other Federal agencies, indus-
try, universities, small busitiesses, and state and local

, governments. Together th solar energy activities
comprise the national solar energy effort: Under the
provisions of the Energy Reorganization Act,, ERDA
has the central responskility for the Federal Govern-
ment's solar energy program. The ERDA program, the
largest and most heavily funded activity of the solar
energy effort, must give that effort substance, shaPe,

and stimulus.

In order to carry out its leadership role as mandated
by the Solar Energy Act,' ERDA has prepared a Na-

' Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, P. L. 93
1974.

1 Solar EnegyRinearch;Deyelopment and Demonstration Act of
1974, P.L. 93.--47, October 26,1974.

dorsal Solar Energy R&D Plan.'
this" plan is too work with industry to dt
strate, and introdtioe,
economically

able solar
ra
has prepared program plans
solar energy to meet the thermal need%
ancrfor agricultural and:industrial procesSes
76-6 and ERDA 76438 respectively).4 The
program plan gives details or RAO activities that are
only generally outlined in other two documents.

SOLAR HEATING AM) COOLING
PROGRAM

The major elements of the ERDA,Solar Heating and
Cooling Program are;

Research-and development. /'
Development in suppOrt of building demon-
strations.

Residential building demonstrations.

Commercial building demonstrations.
1

Agricultural and industrial process
strations.

The R&D progam will provide advanced compo-
nents and systems that will result in Improved perfor-
mance and lower costs. The development, in support
of building demonstrations will provide the services
necessity to bring these, advanced components and
systems to the market The three demonstration prc
grams will indicate ways for available technology to
be used to meet the' thermal requirements of buildings
and of agricultural and industrial processes.

ERDA-48, National Sofa Energy -h and Development
Plan, October 1975.

ERDA 76--6, National Program for Solar Heating and Cooling,
Residential and Commercial Applications, ERDA (D5E),
1976. ERDA 76-88, Program Description, Solar Energy for Agriall-,
ture and Industrial Process Heat, ERDA (USE), June 1976.



The overall obj _ wed the cola r heating d cool-
ing progrann is to stimulate the developritent of an,
ndustriol, Commercial, arid professional capability
for tiroducieg and distributing various solar energy
systems, this reducing the dlernand on fossil fuel
supplies.

TEiCHISOLDGY STAT

As part of the preparatibn of this R& Q program
pla r, several rrieeti rigs were held with representatives
from' industry, luniversi ties, and Government labora-
tories arid agencies, The objectives of these meetings
were tcs

ASsess the present !state of the an.

Identify major problerns limiting iropro ed
performance and/or reauc'ed costs

Peconwrencl short- _and long -term R& D t
to solve these problern.

in these meetings and in ether discussicjn
status of the national solar energy effort was del rieu -1
The following points becar-ne clear:

T he major problerm to l* d d,1 ie5 J Is u51
effectiveness.

The state of the art varies great I
components an applications Sinai cooling
technology is generally less devel t)peA than
WWI for solar heating

I he App tioi g, L,
v idrie,d that careful an,l.y.zsi, Is i reti iu t
terminethe ntost tot-eftedt yr. a ppr 4.1dt

C_ ost, effective recut' t es ii .11,,t « cll d,

veloped, nor are lectiniouts ieadily v la bit_

to facilitate opti r HiLOIlui 1 Ut 1elf4Jtlt design

is) .And kill.- Up' I ...A

rilarrY problems that must 1:ak sc. Ned tx. fo e the tech-
rioloEy (=An tie s igni ti( oily ditv Jia

Katz PI ANJ

LI4l)A = 1.44 (HI

614(11 W h ha, 41 ream) 11 +a41 116,, .1 1 It
t ions to the poeseht state 61 Le( hr )logy, t t" I tie

511.64-1 gale-Lined by ilk,- (41_11:114. a

t ions-oriented) k AD program, - T lit specific object ivr,
of di& direue-d RAt ,14.4141 OIL 1,.111 14.11. 1 Ile tniC$

odu6try And uthet ilsen 16,7.1 (

,

rCe$ear01 and C.,evt1, t, I !-

Navel-511:V 147 ti ,ERVA 7t1 5 lr
the sawmill tendent 0,11.1_pki.fro,ehis
rice, eliasho rigors C 20402

I( too t , Ids t :d

I s4,,( 113 t fl

nents, information', etc.) to develop cost .-effective so-
lar heating and cooli rig systems. This directed R &0
pta n defines promising approaches for achieving this
objective- and outl ines a systematic program for pro-
viding materia Is, components, and systems designed
to establish the-cost effect iveness Of each approach a 5
rapidly as possibly.

The directed R&D Flart described in this report is
one of the new in itiatives of the ROA solar heating
and cooling program. The other initiatives a re:

A direct market stimulus_ to aid i n creating 0
large erio koarket to ensure inerea5ing par-
ticipation by i ustry. This stimulus is repre-
sented by a imajor solar service hot water
initiative in both the public and private sec-
tors, linked to retrofit applications in commer-
cial and residential buildings_

A direct miAnulactyring stimulus, with possi-
ble approaches rilngi rIg from guarantees to
the design or construction of pilot production
faci litie_s as incentives for the production of
solar energy sy ste rms.

1141,,C.TURE 0 f T HE R&D Pj OG RAM

This R&D program i 6 based on the development of
specific approaches, called paths, to particular solar
energy app( icat ions. F i sure 1-1 gives tvio eicaniples of
paths to solar hearing and cooling and several i exam-
ples of building applications. Frorn left to 1 -fight, this
eliagtan r identtfoes:

I he energy _ nil 3111k

lie methods 01 ul.r ci 4.1h, ,

Beat rejection
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in With aril
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Hot water: 2 paths.

S learn: 2 paths.

Cooling_ 2 paths.

Each path has a single objective: to devel op the

cost-effective technology to achieve the specific path
appli cat i on as (livid< ly a 5 possible Paths for the solar
heatisg and cooling of t*oilding.s moy sometimes lead
to more

and
a ippli can On Space heating pat hs,

lot instance, generally i nyolve hot water heating as
well; ano1 space cooling general I y involves space
heating and hot water Fieating, Agricultural a nd in-

dustrial process aopl kat tons gererally do norinvolve
COMbInatI0110 of paths.

The ter build ng paths are listed in table e 1. The
desig rati en symtnols are as follows :

Shelter heatiog. tl

es Litying.

()Oh rig,

I he &ever) aKrlinl Lll;
. test pclt h'3 ^111 I( nignatedare listed in T able ' 7 I

by two letter, lb r1Ut 1,11Llist, then, t 11,n , lhe I,t.11dr ing
patths, th e fir,,1 le tie, tir fry it it .PI rt,ill Ail'

E shift 1 I

0)111A

H ic

)011 t

I,t.= 0,0 tli3 Jiff
,. ipt),1,15 ,t

air, ly __.#1Iti.C,41170. 1

les ting Ir, order ci 10i )14 . r t )1 etI t EJill.
4*-7( tfr to )k) 1141 ham= ui. tit I t 11. I

Iel iii .skt , {-ft It It t.-'t
ma tel kr' 27 5 tasks hat_ [wen tit- tilt I tt1 anti gi, d

act=_Idlci log i flit, Ilse- 11- ti I ILI,- I i
the.: riv it, 1104 \

a

I)

ale

lit.

r. Is I

let Ile , I..: a ,

it t

Pk) Mid, tl 1. ie.. it 7,1, I A c_4,11

iiiri,Ld tasks 1,11, / II

Aint.11 It, C.' It it, fit., 7,t

II it

i0U5 paths, THe irnpottantce trof each tasf to a given
path haS been designated lby assigning a number on a
0 (untnipoarlt) to 10 (critical) scale.

The casks pertai fling to each path were grouped n

functional categories and .arrangedin sequence. This
Allows the Patti to develop in a logical man tier.

This R &0 program'', plan concentrates on aoptlica7
t=ons 0t. smear Rnely to nneeit the tIverrnal reeds epf
buildings.The paths for the ag ricu Ilutal and ridu trial
process applications a re identified, but the 0 lily task 5
disc ussed i n cletai I are those relat ing to the buil ding
dppl (cat ion s. Results from the buil ding tasks will also
free oently apply to the agricultural anO i ndustria I
process tas ks. It is genera Ily agreed, however, tha t
add I tional agricultural and industrial tasks ,v ill even-
t ual I y be necessary, becatoe of th e uric] Lie nature of
the process paths involved. Identify ing these new
t 433k9 ca fl begin when the projects and system de sign
stud i es on h they vvill Ire (lased are co nip feted,

sTit UCTURE Of TRIE R& D PLAN
l Is H&) progrArn Mart (G)risif_nIS t wee

I roe to orNt E;-.)art Ith Ex& cut r ve Surma ry a nd sec
I, tilt I and II) gives a n c,tier ' iew uff the plan The

(S-eCtI(jii, III a nd IV) (les olbes the ten
p.fthb., to sol.ar heat i ng and fooling of bui Id( rigs ,Ind
tt lever/ ty4th fun agricultural and I ( /du Trial plot
ts,"ses --3e ten t,iiildings pa the are deSkriLltd in 5.ee
(IAA 1 ll oht It t)e ulicywIti)04 Ill toll 10011 I gr Vtll

patty.
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Space
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Hi

H?

H3

H4
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LA

, Soler-440d Heat IPurrip

Crect Solar Heating of 5pace or Siructure -46

Ait- Heating Collectors

V'
Lig vid- fleatint Collectors ,
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S par e
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Cowen trating Collector w i h Absporp for Zr
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APPL CATION

lter Heating

Drying

Hot Muir

Steam

(1000C = 2030C)

CooI int!

TABLE 12
PATH DESCRIPTIONS FOR AGRICULTURAL

AND INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES

DESIGNATION

HD

HA

HI

DA

DL

ww

WA

SL

SA

us

PATH DESCRIPTION

Direct Shelter and Greenhouse Heating

Air-Heating Collector

Liquid-Heating Collector

Air-Heating Collector

Liquid-Heating Collider, Heat Exchanger

Water-Heating Collector

Air-Heating Collector, Heat Exchanger

Advanced Liquid-Heating Collector

Advanced Air-Heating Collector

Passive ling

Collector With a Heat Engine



R CLASSIFICATION

lar Collectors

Thermal Energy Storage and
Heat Transfer

Ill. Solar "Air Co id1(iurrlriy
and Heat Purnps

IV Col)

V NthiE :i911, sy A d4

Solar Heating and Cooling

TABLE 1.3
CLASSIFICATIONS

SUS-CLASSIFICATION

I/

A. System Studies Related to Collectors

B. Theory and Basic Phenomena'

) C. Solar Liquid-Heating Collectors
D. Solar Air.Heating Collectors

E. Advanced Non-Concentrating Collectors
a) Evacuated Tube Collectors
bl Heat Pipes
c) Honeycombs
dl Otters

F. Concentrators
G. Reflectors for F lat Plate Collector Aug_rrsentation

H. Materials
a) Selective Surf aets
bl Glazing
c) Glazing SurfacieCoa ings
d), Sealants
el Coolants
f) Insulation
g) NonAletallic Films
Tests and Standards

A. System Studies related to StoragetPiplog, Ducting, Heat E xchangers

C. %Nate firer. k Storage

-0 Rock Bed Storage

E Phase Change,Siorage
F Chemical Storage

G Tests and Standard

A System Studies related to Arr Condit ion ing, Heat Pumps

B Absorption Chillers
C. Rankine Cycle Vapor Corn west*, Chlllets

Eyaporalle and Night-Effect Chillers
E. Desiccant Chillers

Other Chillers
G Heat -Pumps

_

A in teghated Acv ye Sus& Sy

Es System Design rile thods
UPI( Wiler$, 'Valves, and Actuate It

D lostrurneolatior and Data Acqulsltibrr

E Passive and Hybrid Solar Systems

F System Studies

A EcAaturni.... and Financial Analysis

Consumer Attitudes and Behavou,

C M on9_ Architecture, a Ind Cors*tiu(1,(1

tJ Energy Utilities
E Legal, Regulatory, and Legislairar (,0- i3

F Education and Train my
Social and E nvsroorri en tell Coils'Jeratrurss



With the report organised in this way, the reader
can gain an overview of the blan without necessarily
becorhing involved in its details. Detailed inforrna-

.. lion on tasks and task sequences, however, isavai la-
ble in the appendices.

IMPI.EMENTATION

As previously mentioned, the present components-
oriented Reef) pirogiern, which has reade.significant
contributions to the present state of technology, will
be replaced by an applications-oriented R&D pro-
gram. While the Kesel& R&D .program, described in
ERDA 76-6, was based on unsolicted proposals, this
directed R&D plan will be basedlon public solicita-
tions, such as the Request for Proposal (RFP) or the
Program Research and Development Announcement
(PRDA). The involvement of industry. universities,
small businesses, and Government organisations in
performing the R&D tasks is expected to continue,
with project support coming horn the national labora-
tories.

This R&D plan first identifies various paths to major
solar heating and cooling applications and then
tifies tasks that must be completed for each path to be
cost effective. Since the research and development
program is a part of ERDA' s overall energy program, it
has numerous points of contact with other ERDA
organizations and with other Federal agencies. The
implementation of this R&D program will he coordi-
nated with all appropriate groups. Examples of this
coordination include the follovving:

All tasks relating to solar radiation will be the
responsibility of the Environmental and Re-
source Studies Branch of OSE.

e Some of the thermal energy storage tasks reay,
become the responsibility-of the Thermal En-
ergy Storage Branch of the Division of Conser-
vation. Some tasks may ejointly supported
by the Research and Development Branch
and the Theoilaf Erred Storage Drench, and
other tasks will be the responsibility of the
Research and Doke lopment Branch.

The non-engineering tasks will require more
coordination than the engineering tasks, be-
cause rniny of these tasks are at least partially
included i n the commercial buildings demoi-
stration prograM and the agricultwil and in-
dustrial process demonstrations. They there-
fore. involve other Federal agencies, such at
HUD, tslAisA, NOS, GSA, pop, and USGAI
The Barriers and Incentives Branch of DSE
will generally be responsible for the non-engi-
neering tasks described in this plan.

Tasks staining only to the demonstration pro-
gram are not included- in this R &0 plan. Many tasks,
however, are the common responsibility of the R&D
and demonstration programs. In those instances, ad-

ntage will be taken of available st mites-established
as rt of the demonstration program, with additional
activities supported sirly as needed to meet the spe-
cial needs of the R&D program.



SECTION II

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE AND EMPHASIS

OBjEalVE
The objective of the solar heating and cooling

resvrch and development program is to assist in
eileatillig a viable solar industry. The research and
development program is designed to achieve this goal
by lowering costs and improving the efficiency of
solar energy components and systems, The specific
objective of the directed R&D program is to provide
the emerging solar energy indotry and other users
with the materials, components, and information
needed for cost-effective solar heating and cooling
systems.

EMPHASIS

The R&D plan errqpfitsizes the following ping
elements:

developing solar heating and codling industry by ac-
cOrnplishing the following

. Supporting the development of components
having 'improved perfoellnance and/or lower
cost.

Concluding tests of systems with advanced
components to provide the full range of data
essential to the development of new solar
heating and cooling systems.

Providing data, information, and computing
techniques that the potential users of solar
energy may require in order to dete ine
costs and benefits-

ri Evaluating various economic, environ nteal;

social, institutional, and "legal factors hich
am could influence the manner in which solar

thermal energy is used-

Material characterization and development.

Components: development of components,
including their theory of operation, mathe-
matical modeling, performance testing, and
lystern gornpatibi

Systems: identification of the predicted and
actual performance of solar healing and cool-
ing systems for varying climates, building
types, competing energy types, and system
configurations:

Information. dlsserrrindttUlr ut re5u115 of all
R&D projects, with special attention to ,,ysterri
test results As much information as possible
will be put inlo handbook form.

The R&D program plan is directeid at short kilo
.objectives and designed to provide maximum support
to the developing solar energy industry Research and
development related to lung teeny objectives will con-
tinue concurrently Thus, basq 'or applied research
on new surfaces for-sol par colleeen or new thereto
dynamic cycles for corlirig will 'continue to be sup
ported within the broader R&D program,

program will leeThe directed wit )

In general it is recommended that product develop-
ment be carried out by the industry that will eventu-
ally market the product. This work wi be support
by the R&D program where it is desirable to obtain
prototype or pre-prototype for testing Furthermore,
the R&D program will concentrate on providing the
technology and information required, so that the in-
dustry can develop as quickly and effectively as pos-
sible.

The !R&D program will have several major areas of
emphasis. These are discussed in the following para-
graphs

Nitaterials Charmaerizat ion and
Development

It is (Alen necessary try rJvterrirtrne the materials that
c.,e necessary for solar eating and cooling compo-
nents if those components are to function properly
The demands placed on materials )re often stringent.
They usually include long service life, low initial cost,
usefulness in a particular environment (such as a
home or factory), compatibility within a system, and



availability. Materials requirements often present
complex problems. For instance, the current choice
of a liquid coolant is a mixture of ethylene or propyl-
ene glycol and water. This mixture, however, forms
glycolic acids at temperatures that occur in normal
collector operation; and these acids can cause system
corrosion and breakdown.

The cost of the R&D necessary to improve compo-
nent materials generally cannot be borne by any
single manufacturer of components or systems, and it
seems essential that the Federal program support the
necessary research and development and prepare in-
formation on characteristics and requirements for ma-
terials.

Devekpment of Components
In order to properly evaluate the potential of a

particular solar heating system component or config-
uration, it is necessary to chaiacteri4e the perfor-
rnance of that component or system mathematically
Such mathematical models most account Lxith for the
steady state operato, ot components and for their
cis/ ild FM( or transient perlorrname The nkxlels In
be develociett where they (I() Itot t kir reiltly exusi and
must be calibilato_l by koilipalisoil with steads, sate
and transient tests made on prototypes The (Arnie
operation ot a system must then he validated to con-
tif rn that the ileutiel k_otriek tls desk litres kompolitiot
interaction

ryianotaco,, ,rs on,. I I

rikJdellrlg deft-tithed at.*)ve tev
product line The job ot validating the inoriti how
ever is often beyond the means it 011Y single blank)
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and cooling systems for varying system configura-
tions, climates, building types, and Competing energy
types, System analysis inchides system modeling and
testing to validate the performance models and to
provide data on system operation, Because building
and energy types, climatic zones, and system config-
urations are all subject to considerable variation,
complete system analysis is extremely complex. For
example, solar collectors can be combined with heat
pumps,lin dozens of ways to provide net heat output.
There are at least 13 different U.S . climatic zones and
5 different, building types that must be considered,
and fuel types and prices also vary greatly. As a result,
the entire set of these possibilities has never been
evaluated for even the simplest solar heating system.
It is not necessary to evaluate every case, because
many are clearly inappropriate, but a comprehensive
analysis is necessary for even a first order evaluation
of combinations of heat pumps with solar heating and
coot i ng systems.

Disstrilination of Information
omponent tests arid integratedsysternrestswill be

tarried r)tit under the proposed solar heating and
(Jul! 1..& t) proKiarn These systeril tests vedl pro

vide iniorroation uo actual systery operating and
manteRance characteristics. They 'will also provide
data for validating the models developed to predict
system pedorrnance There will be relatively few sys-
tem tests, and they will be carefully chosen to provide
iotorrnation on the types of systems most likely to be
et outtalk_ ally dortt operallorially useful (Remarkably
little in formation of this type exists at the present
time r VVI-verever possible the systems tested will be
it iosti ifieady lot laded in the Not) prograrri t,r M the
Jritlt,nsnallu i progr dill VVhrre suitable arrange
merits an be iridcle sysierns built privately or by
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Non -Engineering Aspects

\ The economic, institutional, and social environ-
ment in which solar heating and cooling technology
will be applied must be analyzed. All of the following
are necessary:

Collection and dissemination of information
on economics, legislation, market structures,
consumer attitudes, etc.

Analysis of policies that may have an impact
on the commercialization of solar heating and
cooling.

Research on factors that might affect the ac-
ceptance of solar heating a nd cooling systems
and development of acceptance design goals
for th4 R&D prograrn.

The information gathered in these steps will serve
several purposes. It can be used in establishing priori-
ties for the R&D program as well as for individual
paths in the program. It can also be used to identify
possible impediments to the widespread use of solar
energy systems. Once the impediments are identified,
policies can be designed to overcome them.

Approximately forty non-engineering tasks have
been identified and grouped according to the seven
classifications in Table L.3. The tasks themselves are
described in the fifth secti of Appendix B. Because
these tasks involve clues ons common to all solar
applicati6ns, they are no -associated with particular
paths. Instead, the importance of each task to the total
R&D program (including the building and the agricul-
tural and industrial process applications) is given in
Table D-1.
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SECTION III

R&D PROGRAM STRUCTURE: 1-IEATING AND COO
OF BUILDINGS

This section describes in detail the ten different
paths to the solar heating and cooling of buildings.
Table 111-1 lists the paths, their designations, and
features. The table is followed by three illustrations
(Figures III-1 to III-3). The three figures show the
paths to solar heating of hot water, solar heating of

FNG

buildings, and solar cooling of buildings. Individual
descriptions of the paths follow in order. Each de-
scription contains a general comment, a discussion of
the recommended R&D strategy, a tabulation of the
principal R&D task groups, and charts which indicate
task sequence and milestones.



TABLE III.1
PANS TO LAR HEATING AND COOLING OF BUILDINGS

APPLICATION OESIGNATI N ENERGY COLLECTIQN OR REJECTION ENERGY CONDITItCONDITIONING

ServIce

Hot
Water

hil

0,12

Liquid-Heating Collectors
a) Conventional Flat Plate

hi Advanced Non-ConcentratingN

AirHeating Collectors
a) Conventional Flat Plate

h) Advanced Non-Cont entr rng

None

None

PaCe

Healing

4 1

H 2

II J

li 4

t. 1

_

ty

C4

SolarAssisteci Heat Pump
a) Environr-Tient

b) Direct Solar Heating of Space or Structure

c) Liquid- Pleating Collectors

di Air-Heating Colleclurs

e) Advanced. Non-Concentrating solar Collectors

Direct Solar Heating of Space or Structure

Airkeating Collectors
d) Conventional Fiat Platt

b) Advanced, Non.Concentiatio4

Liquid Heating Collectors
al Convennonal Flat Plate

L.)) Advanced NMI COlitefitiaLio9

Heat Pump

Heat Pump

Heat Pump

Heat Pump

Heat Pump

None

None

None

SIMCe

Ccolim
CUriCentrdtirly Collectur 5

42V IR, o INUOI C c-CI kti aii119 ,,t)lic.. i

Hot Hate C011eCIuo 3

al Air iiei3ting Colib,k,::.

1-11 I iiikoi Heating Collett.

t,apwrative and Night-Effect ..4-ii%

-- ---

A6iorptIon Chiller
Rankine Cycle Chiller

Absorption Chiller

Rankine Cycle Chiller

Desiccant Chiller

None



ENERGY consI ILL

RIOT SOLAR
TWO OF SPACE 0

PUMA

SOLAR
AIR HEATING
COLLECTORS

ADVANCED
NONCONCENTRATING

SOLAR HEATERS

CONCENTRATING
NON TRACKING

SOLAR HEATERS

CONCENTRATING
TRACKING

SOLAR HEATERS

NIGHT EFFECT
COOLING

I Nv1140NMENT

EVAPORATIVE
COOLING

DESICCANT
CHILLER

FIGURE III.1
PATHS TO SOLAR HEATING OF SERVICE HOT WATER
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SOLAR
LIOUIHEATING

COLLECTORS

SPACE ."
HEATING

-ADVANCED
NON CONCENTRATING

SOLAR HEATERS

CONCENTRATING
NON-TRACKING

SOLAR HEATERS

ABSORPTION OR
RANKINE CYCLE

CHILLER-

CONCENTRATING
TRACKING

SOLAR HEATERS

NIGHT EFFECT
COOLING

I NVI RON MENT
DESICCANT

CHILLER

FIGURE III-2
PATHS TO SOLAR SPACE HEATING
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HEAT
PUMP

ADVANCE
NONCONCENTRATING

SOLAR HEATERS

CONCENTRATING
NON-TRACKING
SOLARMEATERS

WALT
COOLING

CONCENTRATING
TRACKING

SOLAR HEATERS

I NVI N NT

EvAPORAIivE
COOLING

FIGURE 111 -3
PATHS TO SOLAR SPACE COOLING
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LIQUID-HEATING COLLECTORS

SERVICE HOT WATER
PATH W1

GENERAL
In this system, water or another liquid passei

:(flat plate- and/or
n- concentrating) and transfers heat to a
tank, either directly or through a heat

Ong_ er. Thermal storage will usually be in either
al domestic hot water tank or in2a separate
tank. Freeze protection is a major design
ion in most climates. Hot water heating is

ec- onomical than space heating because the
.= equipment can be used all year, thus achieving a high

total energy yield from the collectors. Since the col-
-leap! area needed is small (from 5 to 200 sq. ft.),
ample rooftop space is usually available for mounting
the collectors, even in a retrofit situation. Since the
investment for hot water heating systems is small,
many people are able to install them. A special prob-
lem arises in that the system must interact with the
potable water supply without danger to the health of
the users,

R&D STRATEGY
The objective of this path is ttrassist a small but

viable and developing solar water heater industry. To
accomplish this objective, the basic characteristics of
the many approaches to service hot water heating
will be identified. The emphasis will be on determin-
ing basic climate/performance characteristics for
these approaches. This will be accompanied by mate-
rials char rization, testing, and evaluation. A sur-,
vey will made of various approaches to freeze
protection, methods of integration with existing hot
water systems, and cost-performance characteristics
of existing marketed, systems. Several points will be
emphaiized:

The question of stratification in the storage
tank and how stratification is affected byahe
shape, type, and location of the auxiliary
heaters.

22

Novel design of 4ppro
operating at low flow
teniperatured
the fact Waft
mat.

Finding the appropriate me
collectors.

it exchangers
rates and wit_ h small

All betaken of
cifit a rriThr

R&D EMPHASIS

aterials Characterization and.
Development

,f Collectors: glazings, surface coatings, sealants

-Coolants: emphasis on non-toxic coolants

Heat exchange materials

Plumbing materials

Liquid/multi-metallic corrosion effects

Freeze protection techniques

Insulation materiak

Component Development and Testing
Collectors: including method Of connecting

Storage tanks: including. stratification and auxil-
iary heater configuration

Heat exchangers: fluid to fluid and di

Reflectors

System Analysis
Market identification

PerformFariCe idon energy yield as a
function of climate,- system configuration and
design, collect% performance characteristics,
domestic hot water use pattern and temperature
requirement, and collector shading
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MATERIALS STUDIES

COMPONENT MODELING

WATER TANK STORAGESIUDIES

PRELIMINARY SYSTEM'STUDIES,
HANDBOOK

NATIONAL CLIMATIC AND SOLAR
DATA

VALIDATE MODELS FOR VARIOUS
CLIMATIC REGIONS

FINAL CALCULATIONS OF COST Si
PERFORMANCE FOR VARIOUS
CLIMATIC ZONES, - HANDBOOK

'p Complete system studies identifying
performance and cost characteristics for
systems chosen for various climatic
regions. This will be done assuming
validity of current simulation tech-
niques and the characteristics of existing
hardware. Publish preliminary
handbook.

LIQUID-HEATING COL
PATH W

A'

8179

Complete a rev of system simulation
techniques (b on improved system

collectors). validate mathematical
models, and certify that the final phase
should proceed.

Repeat above system analysis based on
validated models and improved compo-
nents. Publish revised handbook.

IGURE 1114
ECTORS FOR SERVICE HOT WATER
ACTIVITY SCHEDULE
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MATERIALS
STUDIES

COMPONENT
MODELING

VALIDATE MODELS
FOR VARIOUS
CLIMATIC REGIONS

WATER TANK
STORAGE STUDIES

PRELIMINARY
SYSTEM STUDIES,
HANDBOOK

I/78

PERFORMANCE
FOR VARIOUS
CLIMATIC ZONES,
HANDSOCNC

FIGURE 111-5
LIOUID-HEATING COLLECTORS FOR SERVICE HOT WATER

PATH W1 FLOW CHART
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D EMPHASIS

Thermal storage fora h ting collec-
11 generally be either the l ddmsstic -hot

water tank orseparate preheater

R&D STRA Y

The objective of this path is to determine the eco-
ic viability of the air-heating approach. The pro-

will emphasize identification of the perfor-
nce characteristics for various collectors and cli-

mates. Materials work will be directed principally
toward Improved collector durability and perfor-
mance. Systems will be packaged so as to reduce
costs and a few systems will be evaluated. Higher
teMperature collectors will be emphasized in order to
compensa'bk for the heat-exchange temperature drops
elsewhere in the system. Storage tanks and auxiliary
Maims will be designed to maximize stratification.
The b e s t pattern o f collector connection will be deter-
mined

26
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Si

Insulation materia

ponent
Air-heating collectors

Heat exchangers: air to water and direct contact

Tanks: emphasis on stratification and proper ge-
ometry and location of auxiliary heakers

Mena Analysis
Performance klenttfication: energy yields as a
function of collector performance, system design
characteristics, climate, storage size and config-
uration, and water use characteristics

Cost identification: emphasis on existing equip-
ment and pre-packaging

Retrofit installation compatibility

em Testing
Conduct a number of identical syStem tests in
various locations to, validate theory and models



FYI,*

DIES

KENT MODELING

A1R R TANK

PRELIMINARY SYSTEM S'TI IDIES,
HANDBOOK

1

VALIDATE MODELS FOR VARIOUS
CLIMATIC REGIONS

FINAL CALCULATIONS OF COST
AND PERFORMANCE FOP VARIOUS-
CLIMATIC ZONES, HANDBOOK

Complete system studies identifying
performance and cost characteristics
for systems chosen for vs+ ious climatic
regions. This will be done assuming
validity of current sigiulation techniques and
characteristics of existing hardware.
Publish preliminary. handbook..

ESTON ES

pieta a. review f system simulation
niques (baled on improved System

and collectors), validate rhathernitial
models, and certify that th. final Ph
should proceed.

Repeat above system analysis WNW
validated models and improved cowl
Publish revised handbook.

FIGURE 1114
AIR-HEATING COLLECTORS FOR SERVICE HOT WATER

PATH W2 ACTIVITY SCHEDULE
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VALIDATE MODELS
FOR VARIOUS
CLIMATIC REGIONS*

AIR.HEATIN
FIGURE 1114

COLLECTORS FOR SERVICE HOT WATER
PATH W2 FLOW CHART
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FINAL CA
NS C

PERFORMANCE
FOR VARIOUS:
CLIMATIC ZONES,
HANDBOOK
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SOLAR-ASSISTED HEAT PU

SPACE EATING
PATH Hi

is path is the introduction of
ups into the market in a cost-

-4=1U*
heat Pumps. A

I energy to gener-
I energy. Solar
the spreading of
of di

electric u

source for the heat
y various types of

The low temperature ene
pump could be supple
collector:

Direct solar heating of a space or structure
(e.g., a solarium or a properly constructed
south wall).

Solar liquid-heating collectors.

Solar air-heating collectors.

Advanced non - concentrating collectors.

Extensive system analysis will be nec=essary to iden-
tify those configurations that will be most cost effec-
tive in different climatic zones.

Thermal storage can be used on both sides of
heat pump_ . Low temperature storage smoothes the
mismatch between solar input and load demand.
High temperature storage can level or even invert the
electrical load profile. Low temperature storage
vices will vary with the source, while high tempera-
ture storage will generally be by means of a water
tank.

The economic attractiveness of this approach is
increased by the fact that the heat pump can be used
for space cooling during the summer, transferring
heat from inside the space to the environment.

29

tivity analysis will cli
zones and design
will be done both
and for im
second phase, a few operating sy err will built to
validate the model and obtain operating
Improved performance heat pumpswill be deve
and cost tradeoffs shied. The techna
the required col and
other subsystem must bees

The solar heating and cooling R&D program of the
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) emphasizes
the development of solar-assisted heat pumps for
space heating with the purpose of providing energy
load management flexibility for electric utilities. Co-
operation between the EPRI and ERDA programs has
been established and will be maintained to avoid
unnecessary duplication of effort.

SYSTEM TESTS

The R&D program will probably sponsor several
full opera_ ting system tests. These will be carefully
designed to correspond to configurations which have
been identified as optimum for the several different
climatic zones. The systems will be thoroughly instru-
mented, and their perfonnance monitored and evalu-
ated. The primary purpose is to validate the computer
models used to choose the optimum systems and to
identify appropriate design improvements.

R&D EMPHASIS

Materials Characterization and
Development

Since most of the applications are low tempera-
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MATERIALS STUDIES

cOLLECTOR EVALUATION

COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT

CONSTRUCTION OF
TEST SYSTEMS

EVALUATION, MOREL
VALIDATION. & HANDBOOK

MILESTONES:

417 Publication of the results of solar =assisted
heat pump configuretion studies, identi-
tying the most effective design approaches
for each climatic zone.

1175 Selection of several designs of solar-assisted
heat pump systems from among those
submitted in response to a design competi-
tion. Awarding of contracts for construc-
tion.

/8 Validation of computer simulation models
of solar-assisted heat pump systems. .

Publication of results in a handbook.

FIG RE 1114
SOLAR-ASSISTED HEAT PUMP FOR SPACE HEATING

PATH H1 ACTIVITY SCHEDULE
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CONSTRUCTION pF
TEST SYSTEMS

EVALUATION.
MODEL
VALIDATION,
AND HANDBOOK

FIGURE 111-9
SOLAR-ASSISIPED HEAT PUMP FOR SPACE HEATING

PATH HI FLOW CHART
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DIRECT SOLAR HEATING OF SPACE OR STRUCTURE
PATH H2

GENERAL
For most buildings, normally incident sunshine

provides up to 30 percent of the heat requirement that
the building would have without direct solar gains. If

the structures are improved, however, that figure can
be raised to 50 percent. Design techniques for ac-
complishing this include improving windows and
walls, adding skylights and clerestory windows, and

modifying roofing sections.

Thermal storage is usually necessai y to ubtaiti sulal
heating fractions greater than 50 percent Energy will
usually be stored in portions of the structure with
large thermal capacities (walls, floor), in specially
designed storage units located in or adjacent to the
heated space, or in separate thermal storage units

coupled to the heated space by forced or natural

circulation.

In some building ue)igns
used to decrease hear losses al night. Si.JI insulati,n
used with a conventional heating system keeps ter(
perature variations in the building within acceptable

limits

K&L)

Erilkhdul] ..111
storage, and heat h 1,, J, 10

system designs, Therma, simulation Ate' Ile. dell
of these systems will be generated, validated, and
used to determine system design parameters and ef-
fective geographical ranges The energy yields that
can be expected in each cli.iiatic zone will also be
determined, Architectural integration and cost effec-
tiveness are of paramount ,oncern in the evolution of
each design, and information dissemination is per-
haps more important for this task than for any other

I ltls Lategury t, ,t

solar healing cuiR, kits

i A

R&D EMPHASIS

Materials Characterization and
Development

Structural or coating materials for storing water
in containers in sunlight

Phase-change materials with containers for heat
storage at or slightly above room temperature

High transmissivity glazings

Heat transport fluids which expand on cooling,
providing a reverse thermosiphon

Component Development and Testing

Thermic diode wall or root structure

light and heat flow-control devices

Sy3ICII1 Modeling
It.61111,1fY basso Chalactcri(IL.5 ut cadh tyl

tern

Validate system mockh

(il Analysi3
1114114..c idell(111,,all.,. cuctgy yields as

tion of system type, solo, load ratio, cliinanc
cone, and design parameters

ys

( ost identification, chalacteristics (=Wove

to sy,tern type

(.0st distribution etas ha.
bined functions to wall, for instance, that has

structural and heat storage functions)

Architectural integration

Retrofit potential

cus

jesting
Della gathering uih

Model atilt Itieui y val1J41101;
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SYSTEM STUDIES OF EXISTING
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AIR:HEAtINC COLLECTORS
FOR

SPACE HEATING
PATH H3

GENERAL

In a space heating system employing an air-heating
collector (flat plate or non-concentrating), air passes
through channels in the collector and is heated. The
heat is transferred to a storage system, usually a bin of
rocks under or within the heated space. Where space
or weight limitations require it other storage media,
such as containers of water or a phase-change mate-
rial (paraffin or a hydrated salt), may be considered.

Altho air has a low heat transfer coefficient, the
system can designed for performance comparable
to that fora stem using liquid-heating collectors
and water tank storage. In addition, the air system
offers potential advantages in cost, ease of installa-
tion, maintainability, convenience, and durability.
The system lends itself to a combined space heating
and domestic hot water heating application. Its pri-
mary disadvantage is that the volume required for
thermal storage and ductwork may argue against us-
ing the concept in retrofit applications.

R&D STRATEGY

Emphasis will be
state of the art up to the Icy& achleveu to. liquid
systems. This can be done through collector dt veloo-
rnent stressing performance, cost optimization, mate-
rials, and testing and through system development
stressing design and layout configurations that mini-
mize system costs. Hybrid systems that use direct
solar gains will also be extensively investigated

/R&D EMPHASIS

Materials Characterization and
Development

Collectors: glazings, surface coatings, sealants

Phase-change materials for storage

Component Development and Testing
Collectors: general

Improved heat transfer in collectors

Rock beds

Tube bundles; including phase change

Model and theory validation

System Analysis

Performance identification: energy yield as a
function of system configuration and design, col-
lector performance, solar load ratio, climate, air
leakage, and storage characteristics

Cost identification: survey of costs in existing
systems and breakdown of costs by major cate-
gories

Architectural integration

Assessment of domestic hot water add-on and
retrofit podtential

ybtem Testing

Data gathering on existing systems

Model and theory validation_ emphasis on stor-
age behavior and various energy loss mecha-
nISMS



TASK GROUPS

PRELIMINARY SYSTEM
HANDBOOK

UDIES,

COLLECTOR AND HEAT TRANSFER
STUDIES AND DEVELOPMENT

MATERIALS STUDIES

THERMAL STORAGE STUDIES AND
DEVELOPMENT

0 SIMPLIFIED DESIGN METHODS.
CONFIGURATION STUDIES

VALIDATION OF SYSTEMS AND
MODELS

PREDICTION OF COSTS AND
PERFORMANCES IN VARIOUS
CLIMATIC ZONES. HANDBOOK

r,,
Of best Isptaris ft. varicwi (Aim Imo. Iv

Publish handbook

Asa raxon ft ay a4±
devaioomeen mater ,tudv end purr
Ifruction of final 51111ulations final

systems are 4.untlittleti virlOtn
din-1011C 001.00

FY 1977 FY 1979 FY 1979

--._ -

Models chosen are assembled and simulations
validated based on data from operating

systems, Results are published.

Handbook summarizes system co
performance characteristics

-
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PRELIMINARY
SYSTEM STUDIES,
HANDBOOK

COLLECTOR AND
HEAT TRANSFER
STUDIES AND
DEVELOPMENT

MATER IALS
STUDIES

THERMAL STORAGE
STUDIES AND
DEVELOPMENT

SIMPLIFIED DESIGN
METHODS, CONFIG
UFATION STUDIES

VALIDATION OF
SYSTEMS
AND MODELS

9

iii 13
" 11;:4 il 41W-4:IRS FOR SPACt istA IIN43

AIN H3 FLOW CHART

PREDICTION OF
COSTS AND

-PERFORMANCES
IN VARIOUS
CLIMATIC ZONES,
HANDBOOK

10/79



LIQUID-HEATING COLLECTORS
FOR

SPACE HEATING
PATH H4

GENERAL
This is the most familiar of the solar heating paths.

Solar liquid-heating collectors for space heating have
received extensive development, but they have
proved expensive to purchase and install. Extensive
research and development is necessary in order to
determine the best techniques for operating them in
various, climates. For instance, where space heating
determines the collector array size or where a net
space cooling requirement cannot be met by night-
effect or evaporative cooling, a chiller coupled to the
liquid system might provide a small cooling capacity.
Thermal storage will usually be in an insulated water
tank.

This path will likely be developed regardless of the
early results from this directed R&D program. It is

appropriate to stimulate its development by providing
the best possible materials and information.

R&D STRATEGY
The vigorous national ndustry in this area will be

supported by collector R D that stresses materials
characterization and dev
will be reduced by simpli
tions, and thermal storage
merous system tessts'wi II be
simulation code will be

lopment Installation costs
ying manifolding, connec=
assemblies. Results of nu-
made available, computer
validated, and simplified

methods of system design will be determined and
described.

R&D EMPHASIS

Materials Characterization and
Development

Collectors: glazings and coatings, sealants, s`e-
lective surfaces, coolants, and insulation

Componbnt Development and Testing
Collectors: general

Thermal storage tanks

System Analysis
Validation of detailed computer simulation
models using test results for existing systems

Evaluation of simplified handbook methods for
predicting system performance

Cost identification: survey of costs of existing
systems with breakdown of costs as to equip.
ment and labor for the various subsystems

System Testing
Continued compilation of data from adequately
instrumented system tests



TASK GROUPS FY 1977 PY 1978 FY 1979

1 PRELIMINARY SYSTE STUDIES,
; HANDBOOK

COLLECTOR STUDY AND
_

DEVELOPMENT
t

MATERIALS STUDIES

STORAGE TANK DEVELOPMENT

SIMPLIFIED DESIGN METHODS,CD
CONFIGURATION STUDIES

®VALIDATION Lif- YSTRIIS AND
MODELS

PREDICTION OF LUSTS AND
PERFORMANCES IN VARIOUS
CLIMATIC ZONES. HANDBOOK.
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Demonstration Program, and codes are
validated

u Publication of results, Handbook sum-
marizes system costs and berfonmencas,
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PRELIMINARY
SYSTEM STUDIES

COLLECTOR
STUDY AND
DEVELOPMENT

MATERIALS
STUDIES

VALIDATION OF
SYSTEMS
AND MODELS

PREDICTION OF
COSTS AND
PERFORMANCES
IN VARIOUS
CLIMATIC ZONES,
HANDBOOK

THERMAL STORAGE
STUDIES AND
DEVELOPMENT

SIMPLIFIED DESIGN
METHODS, CON FIG-
URATIoN STUDIES

108

lb
LLECTORS FOR SPACE HEATING

ATH H4 FLOW CHART
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CONCENTRATING COLLECTORS WITH ABSORPTION OR
RANKINE CYCLE CHILLER-

FOR
SPACE COOLING

PATH Cl
=e-

GENERAL

Heat driven chillers can be of various types: ab-
sorption, Rankine cycle, desiccant, etc. The perfor-
mance of these heat engines is markedly influenced
by the temperature of the available heat. Their use
should be especially considered in those areas of the
country where high humidity keeps night-effect and
evaporative cooling from being effective.

Absorption chillers normally operate at tempera-
tures over 230° F, though they can be made to oper-
ate at lower temperatures.. They have been designed
to operate in the temperature range required by the
air conditioning device. This makes possible the use
of an air-cooled condenser. Concentrating collectors
are likely to be the most cost-effective types of collec-
tor in this temperature range. In high humidity cli-
mates, space heating is usually best accomplished by
the same collector and storage system that is used for
cooling. The collectOrs operate at very high efficiency
at the lower temperttores required for space heating,
and the thermal storage capacity will be increased
because of the wide temperature range available.
Collector concentration ratios will generally be less
than 10:1. The area of the absorber will be reduced
by the concentration ratio, thereby reducing the heat
loss from radiation and convection. Concentrating
heaters will generally use either refraction (through a
lens such as a Fresnel lens) or reflection (from curved
or flat surfaces) to achieve concentration. Concentra-
tion will usually be two dimensional, such as is
achieved in a cylindrical parabolic trough. However;
three dimensional concentration, such as is achieved
with a small mirror tower, should also be considered.
At a 10:1 concentration ratio, the concentrator must
be able to track the sun on a daily basis Single=axis
tracking has not proved as difficult or as costly as was
originally anticipated. A .5:.1 concentration may be
obtained with fixed east-west mounting.

Thermal storage is a major probleril at lei itpel Mtn c

above the boiling point of water. The use of pressur-
Water would probably be the most cost-effective

Litton, but other approaches should also be consid-
erede.g., the use of collector coolant for storage.
Hot storage may be as brief as two or three hours,
providing only enough time to soothe out variations
in solar input and to accommodate the load's natural
timing lag. Cold water storag will probably be more
cost effective for long ter thermal storage. Large
quantities of cold water ill be required, however,
because the working AT small. High and low tem-
perature phase-change st rage materials may be very
desirable.

R&D STRATEGY

Two areas must be emphasized: high temperature
collectors and -op-off cycling. Simple and reliable
concentrating collectors, both tracking and fixed,
must be developed. They must be capable of a daily
efficiency greater than 50 percent at average fluid
temperatures around 260° F. Since the chiller will be
a major cost item in the system, it must be operated at
nearly maximum output. This All require generator
temperatures of approximately 230° F and continu-
ous operation. Current data indicates that the average
Coefficient of Performance (COP) may be decreased
from a rated value of 0.6 to 0.3 through cyclic opera-
tion. The chillers may have to be partially redesigned
for the solar application, but manufacturers of absorp-
tion units have shown a willingness to do whatever
redesigning is necessary so long as market conditions
warrant their investment.

The Rankine cycle/vapor compression effort will
emphasize the development of models of varying
size These devices offer costs potentially lower than
those for absorption chillers, and their efficiency in-
creases with input temperature. R&D systems must
also be designed and constructed. These systems can



used to ident
field and to valida

operating characteristics in the
detailed system models.

R&D EMPHASIS

Materials Characterization and
Development

Lens and mirror materials and selective surfaces
resistant to exposure must be designed; and
liquid coolants must be developed. Questions
regarding cost, fabrication, availability, and op-
eration must be settled.

Component Development and Testing
Develop models for heat loss mectianisms for
various absorber /container configurations and
materials

Validate models and theory of operation in the
following areas:

Fresnel lens concentrators

Parabolic trough concentrators

Compound-parabolic cuncentratol,

Mirror tower reflectors and collectu.,,

(1 1

Absorption chillersoperating under design,
off-design, and transient conditions

Rankine chillers operating under design,
off -design, and transient conditions

a

System Analysis

Performance identification: net energy yields as
a function of system configuration, collector per
formance, chiller performance, storage size and
configuration, and climatic zone

Cost identification: cost characteristics for var-
ious collector and system options

Architectural integration: methods of mounting
movable hardware on buildings

Integration with service hot water (or process hot
water, as in laundries) and space heating

System Testing

Construct one R&D system test for each ap-
proach considered attractive' in a given climate

Detailed data gathering on above tests

Model and theory validation

Detailed cost and performance calculations in
various climatic zones, summarized in a hand-
book



TASK GROUPS FY 1977 FY 197$ FY 1979 FY 1990 FY 1 1

C)
DEVELOPMENT OF.CONCENTRAT-
INC COLLECTORS,

MATERIALS STUDIES

STORAGE DEVELOPMENT _ _ .

CHILLER DEVELOPMENT FIRST r
GENERATION

,-

PRELIMINARY SYSTEM STUDIES

SIMULATION DEVELOPMENT

BUILD AND TEST VARIOUS CON
TCENTRATING COLLECTORS AND

STORAGE SUBSYSTEMS

MODIFICATION. FABRICATION,
AND SYSTEM TESTS WITH AVAIL -,
ABLE COLLECTORS, VALIDATE
SIMULATIONS

SYSTEM STUDIES FUR siAetlutnzs
CLIMATIC ZONES. HANDBOOK fl

SYSTEM TESTS CHlt t Li-lb WI 1 ii
0 ADVANCED COMPONENTS, VAL i

DATE SIMULATIONS

FI
FINAL SYsltrd bit;
FINAL HANDBOOK

_

4/7
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fo, seConti genelatlu.i el u5r arty/
Rankine tests Storage syerns a.e
evaluate,)

Currently ayanabia absorption and
Rankine cycle chillers tested (separately_
and side by side) System studies per-
formed and preliminary handbooks
generated for pertinent climatic zones

I 44(4 ,uttipieled with adv4iVad compoiwnts
ar,d original absorption units of varying
sizes (Second genera-ion tests.) "

System studies comp _ted for yen!".
climatic ranges for a ancedAterfilittors
and second generation absorption
chillers. Handbook.
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MATERIALS
STUDIES

STORAGE
DEVELOPMENT

CHILLER
DEVEEOPMENT:
FIRST
GENERATION

CHILLER
MODIFICATION,
FABRICATION,
AND TESTING
WITH AVAILABL E
COLLECTORS:
VALIDATE
SIMULATIONS

4
BUILD AND
TEST VARIOUS
CONCENTRATING
COLLECTORS &
STORAGE
SUBSYSTEMS

4/7

SYSTEM TESTS:
CHILLERS WITH
ADVANCED
COMPONENTS;
VALIDATE
SIMULATIONS

10/80

*SYSTEM
STUDIES FOR
VARIOUS
CLIMATIC
ZONES,
HANDBOOK

4/79

FINAL SYSTEM
STUDIES. FINAL
HANDBOOK

FIGURE III-17
CONCENTRATING COLLECTORS WITH

AisSORPTiON OR RANKINE CYCLE CHILLER FOR SPACE COOLING
PATH C2 FLOW CHART



ADVANCED NON-CONCENTRATING COLLECTORS WITH
ABSORPTION OR RANKINE CYCLE CHILLER

FOR
SPACE COOLING

PATH C2

GENERAL

Low-loss, fixed-mount, solar liquid-heating collec=
tors will- be used to provide' suitable inlet tempera-
tures for obsorption or Rankine cycle devices. The
collectors wlfl include advanced, non-concentrating
collectors such as evacuated tubes, honeycomb type
collectors, selective surface collectors, heat pipes,
and various combinations of these. These collectors
have the potential for operating at reasonable (40
percent) efficiencies at temperatures up to 30u° F,
and they may therefore be suitable heat sources for
chillers operating at generator inlet water tempera-
tures up to 230° F. This path will include standard
selective-surface collectors suitable for a generator
inlet temperature of 195° F (This path differs from
Path Cl in including only those generators with tern=
peratures of 230° F or lower.),

The most cost-effective approach to ac, tine,
thermal storage above the boiling point of water is
probably pressurized water Other approaches. how-
ever, might also be investigatede.g., using the col-
lector coolant for storage Hot storage may be used
for short periods, perhaps as little as two or three
hours This will be sufficient only to smoothe out
variations in solar input and to a. co,nmodate the
natural time lag of the cooling load Cold storage of
water or ph change material may be more cost
effective foMng term thermal storage. Large quan-
tities of cold skater or coolant will be required how
ever, because the working AT is small. Phase-change
hot storage should be considered, because it is highly
desirable that the chillers have a constant tempera_
ture source

R&D SI RA

Three areas most (
lure, high effftient., c_olit,t. t lig
low temperature ge,eratursy aril ;111-Ort cycling.

Higher temperatures will be achieved through the use
of high performance collectors. Collectors must be
developed that are simple, reliable, and capable of
daily efficiencies over 30 percent at fluid tempera-
tures averaging near 260° F. Since the absorption
chiller will be one of the most expensive items in the
system, it must be operated at nearly maximum out-
put.

Advanced systems must be designed and con-
structed. These systems can be used to identify oper-
ating characteristics in the field and.to validate de-
tailed system models. Because this path includes gen-
erators with temperatures of 230° F or lower, it will be
necessary to redesign the absorption generator or
Rankine unit to maintain adequate performance. The
absorption machines may also require condensers
cooled by water towers. (This will be a problem in
domestic applications and in areas where make-up
water is expensive.)

R&D EMPHASIS

Materials Characteii4 and
Development

(glazing and glaLing cuatings, 3tdiala9 selective
surfaces, coolants, insulation, and absurba
frigerant pairs

4 -44spiiiient Development and Testitt
Develop models for heat loss mechanisms for
various collector absorber/container configure -,
nuns and materials

Valitimc models 44)4.1 develop Lhillet, opOnilied
fur solar applications

model transient petty...tance of chill-
ers



size and System Testing
Constnict one advanced system test for each
approach considered attractive in a given cli-
mate

Detailed data gathering on above tests

Model and theory validation

cost characteristics as a fungi -
Hector and system options

prat it rati , hods of mounking
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NT OF NON ON
LLECTORS

MATERIALS STUDIES

STORAGE DEVELOPMENT

CHILLER DEVELOPMENT:
FIRST GENERATION

RELIFAINARY SYSTEM STUDIE

SIMULATION DEVELOPMENT

AMILD AND TEST NONCONCEN
TRATING COLLECTORS AND
STORAGE SUBSYSTEMS

CHILLER MODIFICATION, FABF
CATION, AND SYSTEM TESTS W
AVAILABLE COLLECTORS;
VALIDATE SIMULATIONS

SYSTEM STUDIES FOR VAR IOU
CLIMATIC ZONES. HANDBOOK

SYSTEM TESTS; CHILLERS WIT
ADVANCED COMPONENTS; VAI
DATE SIMULATIONS

FINALSYSTEM STUDIES, F A
HANDBOOK

_

rit 1978 - FY FY i F lel
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4 Preliminary system studies and collector
development lead to choices of collectors
for first generation absorption tests and
various types of most promising collectors
for further development,

4/79 Advanced collectors are evaluated in
imulations and are ready for second

generation absorption test and/or
second generation Rankine test. Storage
subsystems are evaluated,

MILESTONES

10/

Absorption d Raskine cy thiliert
tested with currently available collectors.
System studies performed and preliminary
haredtaooks tomcatted for pertinent
climatic zones.

Tests completes:I with advanced collectors
and second generation absorption units
of varying size.

System studies oriplited for various
climatic ranges for advanced collectors
and second generation absorption chillers.
First::wok.

FIGURE III-1B
ADVANCED NON-CONCENTRATMG COLLECTORS WITH

ABSORPTION OR FIANKIINIE CYCLE CHILLER FOR SPACE COALING
PATH C2 ACTIVITY SCHEDULE

4/3



SI I ID AND TeST
ON-CONCEV
ATING
LLECTORS

AND STORAGE
S1IBSYSTEMS

CHILLER
MOD IF ICATION.
FABRICATION, STUDIES FOR
AND TESTING VARIOUS
WITH AVAILABLE CLIMATIC
COLLECTORS; ZONES,
VALIDAtE HANDBOOK
SIMULATIONS

4/79

STEM 'TESTS:
CI LLERti METH
ADVANCED
COMPONENTS;
vorLiotArt
SIMOBATIONS

A

F INAL SYSTEM
STUDIES. FINAL
HANDBOOK

FIGURE 111.19
`ADVANCED IKON -CONCENTRATING COLLECTORS WITH

ABSORPTION OR RANKINE CYCLE CHILLER FOR SPACE COOLING
PATH Cl FLOW CHART
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FLAT PLATE

GENERAL

Desiccant chillin
by contact with a
either kept at a co
dehydration; it is
water into the air.

LLECTORS)WITH DESICCANT CHILLER

SPACE CO LING
PATH C3

involves the dehydration of air
noscopic material. The air is

nt temperature or cooled after
chilled by the evaporation of
lar heat is used to redry the

desiccant. This process has a potential advantage in
that it can bit carried out at temperatures as low as
160°F, though this lowers the performance coeffi-
cient significantly. The path is most attractive where
the solar collector requirement is governed by the
space heating load. This allows the same collectors to
be used during the summer for space cooling. Cqmbi-

s with solar air heaters are effective, because
the desiccant is usually most easily reconstituted by
contact with hot air (which carries off the moisture).
Solar liquid heaters could also be urd with a desic-
cant chiller; but this approach has 'a lower priority,
because it requires more equipment and is therefore
likely to be snore expensive.

As is normal with this type of collector, thermal
storage will be accomplished by- means of a rock bed
for an air-heating collector and a water tank for a
liquid-heating collector.

R&D STRATEGY

This path requires considerable research and de-
velopment. Solid desiccants capable of ling recon-
stituted at low operating temperatures (1 to 1 600 F).
are needed. Methods of desiccant su rt and air
handling _must be developed, with emphasis being
placed on subsystems that require a minimum of
electrical input energy! These sotsysterns must be
durable, mechanical ly simple, and suitable for inter
gration into an air-heating col lector /rock bed storage
space heating system. Methods that use low operating
temperatures will be investigated first, but if it be-

so

comes advantageous to gate desiccants at higher
tkmperatures, this approach will also be explored.

R&D EMPHASIS

Materials Characterization and
Development

Desiccants: therm oc ynamic proper!! es and op-
erating temperatures

Support structures: simple, rugged matrix strue-
cure to support desiccant, with adequate air sur-
face contact and low pressure drop

Component Development and Testing
Humidification/dehumidification process

Deiiccant wheels

Model and theory validation

Air handling equipment

Support structures

System Analysis

Pgrlormance identification: energy .yield as a
function of collector and desiccant subsystem
performance, climate, and sytem design. Air
pumping requirements.

Cost identification: overall evaluation of add-on
cost characteristics of desiccant subsystems in an
air-heating-only system

System Testing

Construction of suitable system tests in a -ropri-
ate climatic zones

Model and theory validation
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ARI C

I l= OA AND REFLECTOR ,

rw-- -w,Swims

SIATERIALSSTUDIES ,i , __ _

STORAGE DEVELOPMENT _.

kOVANCED DESICCANT STUDY.. .
'RELIPAINARYDESIGN OF SECOND --
3ENERATION TYPES

IIMULATION DEVELOPMENT AND S.

SYSTEM STUDIes

iE03ND GENERATION DESICCANT
rYSTEMS FABRICATED AND
'ESTED,SIMULATIONS VALIDATED
OR VARIOUS CLIMATIC?ONES,
`INAL HANDBOOK ,

Completion of desiccant experiments
and system studies, publish preliminary
handbook to show cost and performance
potential in various national dirnatic zones.

Completion of dosicca urvey and
udy of Melt possibil pr fens,

and preliminary designs, construct those
second generation systems that show
most promise.

Publish handbook showing applications
and potential in various climatic zones.

FIGURE 111 -20
FLAT PLATE COLLECTORS WITH

DESICCANT CHILLER FOR SPACE COOLING
PATH C3 ACTIVITY SCHEDULE -0
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STUDIES FOR
VARIOUS
CLIMATIC ZONES

DESK-
, PRE-

LINIPIPRY DESIGN
OF SECOND GEN-
ERATION TYPES

SIMULATION
DEVELOPMENT
AND SYSTEM
STUDIES

COLLECTOR AND
REFLECTOR STUDIES

STORAGE
DEVELOPMENT

FIGURE III-21
FLAT PLATE COLLECTORS WITH

DESICCANT CHILLER FOR SPACE COOLING
PATH C3 FLOW CHART

SECOND GENERA-
TION DESICCANT
SYSTEMS
FABRICATED ARO
TESTED. SIMULA.
TIONS VALIDATED
FOR VARIOUS
CLIMATIC ZONES.
FINAL RANDBCPOK;



EVAPORATIVE AND NIGHT-EFFE - COOLING
PATH C4

GENEItAL
A building cooled through in with

en when temperatures are high
point is low enough. Climates

Occurs usually have large diurnal tempera-
. In such climates; evaporation, night-

cation, and cool night air can be combined
ith thermal storage to offset almost completely the ,

or active cooling. The purpose of R&D in this
is the expansion-of the geographic area where

approach is workable.

One method_ which has already been developed
uses passive roof ponds, radiators, and evaporative
beds. The ponds act as solar collectors (for heating).
Thermal storage is usually in portions of _the structure
having large thermal capacity (walls, flobr), specially
designed storage units- (roof ponds) that are adjacent
to the conditioned space, or separated thermal stor-
age units (rock bins) that are coupled to the space by.
natural or forced circulation. Movable insulation

. panels are used to provide control of thermal varia-
tions.

A second method uses an active air blower and
rock bed thermal storage. The system can store cool-
ness at night, when the dew point is lower, for use
during the day. This method works well with solar
space heating systems, especially air systems, be-
cause the same thermal storage unit can be used for
heating and cool ing, increasing the cost effectiveness
of the storage and blowers.

In some locations, cool night air can be used di-
rectly, without evaporative cooling.

R&D STRATEGY

R&D emphasis will be on determining heat rejec-
tion, storage, and absorption characteristics of var.
ious designs and on generating and validating ther-
mal simulation computer models for designs. The
models will be used to determine the mast effective
parameters for each design, the effective geographi-
calcal range for each design, and the energy savings that

6

could be expected for ach design in various climatic
zones. ArcF itectural integration and cost effective-
ness will be stressed, and information dissemination
is also extremely important for this, path. Activities
must be closely coordinated with those carried on for
paths HI, H2, and 1-13. In path H1, for insonce,
coding may be possible by a heat pump rejecting
heat to a rooftop radiator.

R&D tiNFHASIS

Matertals'Characterization and
Development

Structural or coating materials for storing water
in containers in sunlight

F'hase-thange materials and containers for heat
storage at or slightly below room temperature

High transmissivity infrared glazings

Component Development and Testing
Thermic diode or roof structures

Light and heat flow-control devices

Rock bin thermal storage

tem Modeling
Identify basic characteristics of each
tern

Validate system models

sys-

System Analysis

Performance identification: energy yield as a
function of system type, climatic zone, and de-
sign

Cost identification: cost characteristics relative
to system type. Cost distribution when comp&
nents have combined functions (a wait for in-
stance, that has structural and heat storage func-
tions).
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VARIANTS OF CURRENT
PASSIVE APPROACHES

DIf

ATER PALS STUDIES

(C)SECOND GENERATION
PASSIVE APPROACHES

EMS

Cf 1LIN

SECOND GENERATION COOLING,
HYBRID APPROACHES,

MILESTONES

Each milestone Merl to the ProPsration and di7tributlon of a Nand book on crrent dad- s
for biiildings that will be copied predominantly by evePcwatIve and nlglit ffecc teehniqu

era first round systall stud
and wire tadmiquos;

'assilts from basic and,
studies.

variants and irnprow
It of correct P_ assive Coaling

echniques.

4 Its from hybrid sys

Id on second generation passive
Toll systems, hybrid cooling

Systems, and cornbined heating
and cooling passive systems.

FIGURE 11I-22
EVAPORATIVE AND NIGHT-EFFECT COOLING

PATH C4 ACTIVITY SCHEDULE



HYBRID
COOLING
SYSTEMS

SEGO N©
GENERATION
COOLING: HYBRID
APPROACHES

MATERIALS
STUDIES

I INFORMATION
I FROM PATH H2
I I

_

FIGURE 111.23
EVAPORATIVE AND NIGHT-EFFECT COOLING

PATH C4 FLOW CHART
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ECITION-

AGRICULTURAC AND INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES

PATH iCHARACTERISFICS

Uired for the agricultural and.
F will be similar to that re

Doling' paths. There are
Agricultural
saints are as

Agricultural and industrial process systems
are usually vamy large and consume Substan-
tial amounts of energy. Energy uses are more
varied than in the building applications, and
tails the swaewe to meet perticular a -
cations is a major challenge. At the same time
industrial process heat loads are usually pre-

- diciable and constant.

Indust Ty may need relatively short life cycle,
costing for thesYsterrs, with pay-back periodS
of less than fiVi years being required for proc-'
ess iMprovements. Because industrial con-

, cerns have trained: niaintenance personnel
available, solar energy systems with lower'.
initial costs but higher' maintenance, costs
might be the most cost-effective approach.

Since the farmer will probably build and will
certaiatmaintain many agricultural solar en-
ergy systems, the systems should consist of ,

materials that are readilrobtained and easily
worked. The systems should also be relatively
portable, )0 that they can be used for more

57

This will help amorti

Industrial and agricu
durable, because
erate in hostile envir
be capabWareing
Industries connected agricultural and in=
dustrial processes are generally less Willing
than those connected ting and copl-
mg to carry on the r D. Asa' foult,
certain crucial tasks may requirre more ERDA
SUpPOIL

PATH REQUIREMENTS

Additional R&D. necessary for the agricultural
and industrial process paths, and it can be carried on
in -parallel with thif building applications R&D pro-
gram. Systems met b tailored to the needs of indi-
victual users. When 'systems are shown to be cost
effective, the cirinePilleebehinetheir operation Must
be made, available to other users. Those used :Can =

then desigri:Similar,syttems, Modifying them to milt
their own particular needs. .,,. ,

,R&D tasks unique to the agricultural and industrial
process paths are Currently being identified. They will -

be deserjbed in the revision ,of this report. Work on P
such tasks will be coordinated with work on the
building applications tasks that pertain to the airicul-,
tural and industrial processes,



Part III. TASKS



APPENDIX

The third portion of-this report consists at four appendices. Appendix A gives task

flow charts for the ten piths; Appendix B contains brief descriptions of,the building
program tasks; Appendix C lists the !mpartanc.e limbers for the engineering tasks;
and Appendix I) gives the irn rtance of each of the non-engineering tasks to the

total R&D program.
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APPENDIX A
Task Flow Charts
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APPENDIX B
R&D Program Tasks for the Solar
Heating and Cooling of Buildings



AlIPENI? B

PROGRAM TASKS FOR THE SOLAR HEATING AND
COOLING OF BUILDINGS

This appendix describes the tasks that make up the R& program for the sol'af heating and cooling of
buildings. Both engineering and non-engineeringtasks are included Task descriptiol4vre detai leclenough to
define the work required but broad enough to make the pipgrarn flexible and' ispcirts_iveto changes
technology. All engineering tasks are identified according to -l-najor category and sub-category : The paths on

which the tasks occur develop in parallel, and particular tasks may occur on:snore than one path. AIIPpakis on
which each task occurs are listed, however; and the importance of the taskto each path is indicated.

The following is an example of a listing of priorities for an engineering task:

'PATH

IMPOR NCE
NO.

SERVICE SPACE HEATING
HOT WATER

W1 I W2 Hi H2 H3 I H4

6

SPACE COOLING

III (ill) ek,.11111Ple, lh kit ific to.01._ wider

numbers appear. A U tc, 10 scàI 4ised ith iu udiiitii i u ifriporldoc.==, 1(1(14 tt ng the lowest

importance, anO indi( ating the hitiest 1.tiport,o1(c



dajECTIVE

-itnie objective of the tasks in this category is the development of the technology necessary for a variety of
cost-tifective air- and Liquid- heating solar collectors. The following temperature range classification will be
used

I Solar Collectors

.e Low temperature: below 140° F (60° C).

Medium temperature: 120 tO-200° F (49 to 93° C).

High temperature: 180 to 500° F (82 to 260° O.

EMPHASIS

The solar collector element ut the R&D program emphasizes the following points:

Development of durable materials tor glazings, surface coatings, sealants, compatible absorber-
plateicoolant combinations, insulation, etc.

Modeling and testing of various means of increasing solar input (reflectors, tracking) and reducing
energy loss (reducing IR emittance, suppressing or eliminating convection, and concentration).

Optimization of collector design for cost-effective energy collection for each system application.

ti

TASKS

IA. System Studies r.,1 a 11,4

I-A-1 Perkin-1i 4 cost 1..ea1.Jovv, 1t,,i ,,.m ,, . Ai t.,I16 p, i 0,1 u L ed or developed. Investigate the
following major cost categories. raw .riater,JI, ,,dr-b lab, r for _,ssernbly, equipment amortization, plant
operation and overhead, sales, distribution, and installation. Determine whether the major commting collector
types (such as liquid-heating rldt plate air:heating flat plate, evacuated tube, reflecting concentrating, and
refracting conceritratjng) differ significantly in cost and whether regional (geographic) differences will influence
collector cost appreciably

PA 11.1

111APORTANCL

NO.

ICE
HOT WATE

W1 w,c ia

IU

114

1U U



Study collector sensitivity by determining'We effect of changes.in collector design on system perfor-
mance, Use weather data and solar radiation data in a computer simulation of the system, analyzing System
petted-mane!, for all seasons. Study collector sensitivity with varying surfaces, heat transfer characteristics, heat
loss rniirhanisrns (such as radiation and convection and the use of honeycombs), and changeI in collector heat
capacities. Make the sensitivity studies for various system configurations,and various climates and applications.

SERVICE HEATING SPACE COOLING
PATH HOT WATER

WI W2 141 H2 H3 H4 C1 C2 C3

IMPORTANCE
O.

10 t 10 10 10 10 10 10 Olt 10

I-A-3. Develop a method for determining which solar collectors are most appropriate in given situ al ns or
climatic zones. Determine whether special procedures such as double glazing and the use of selective surfaces ,
are particularly appropriate in certain climatic zones. Evaluate the effect of varying tilt angle, shape, and4other
collector parameters on collector performance for various climatic zones.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

WI W2 it
i o

SPACE HEATING

-Hz H3 H4 O 1

VACE COOLING

C2

IMPORTANCE
NO

10 to Kt to 10 10 10 10

I A 4 iuciy tt, pc. i, . . . (ylle2.4. , , I.ICI. ,,...Iligen lents ,,i ,ollector rows best ba lance
the ettcc t l sflading 4.1u ii, litat,..,1 0 VII ITSJ,,. ill 6, 3PaL.:' 1 hi tS particularly i ritporta nt for retrofit applications i n
urban areas Determine optimum plumbing Lonfigurations (series, parallel, and series-parallel) to maximize
collected eiwigy fut vdri,,,,, liknd .,tale( trmperdture ranges Analyze the effects of plumbing and rnanifolding
on flov, distributkin Ind fluid prt,sw, ,lint, thruogh the collector arrays

1,, I.

IOT WAT EH

W VV2

0 8

i4

fit ATIINILi

4



PATH

SERVICE
HOT MATER

wi

6 6'
Hi

6

ACE HEATING

1

10

,,

H4

7

Cl

8 Ii

G

_,

IMPORTANCE
NO:

04-6. Evaluate fully instrumented c9lletor or system tests in the field to determine whether or not cdflector
array performance can be predicted with sufficient accuracy from, individual collector test data or collector
simulation models.

--. PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2

ACE HEATING

H2 , H3 Ci

iiPACE C9OLING

- °C

IMPORTANCE
140.

5 5 H3

IA-7_ Conduct control strategy studies, based on systeM analysis, to determir how collector and system
performances are affected by various control grategies and transient parameters. "4

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

. W1 W2 Hi

SPACE HEATING

H2 , H3. H4 Ci

BRACE COOLING

C2 C3 CAT

IMPORTANCE
NO.

7 4 5 7 I

44.

LA-8. Design, construct, instrument, and operatepose collectors or radiators required focertain improved
systems. Develop and validate simulations for these devices. If possible, choose the collector or radiator syStems

from those available in the demonstration program.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

Wt -W2 Hi

SPACE HEATING

H2

.

H H4 Ci

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3 C4

IMPORTANCE
NO.

. Ilril 8 8 8

81



cct ion prc
and heat-thltsfer flu

t used to develop corrosion

cataloging basic
which ht be used
techn"

SERVICE ACE H TING
.

LING,
PATH HOT W4TER

2. H I H2 H3 144

..

IMPORTANCE
14

NO.. 10 10 10 5 10 10 10

nine the effect of wind speed ancl d ction on c-ollettpr perfotmance for both -glaied anciiinglaz
iinglazed collectors, determine the effect of ,surfaceTrregularities (sOth as wind breaks extendirrg
'4e) on collector performance.

PATH.

SERVICE
OT WATER

W1 W2

SPACE HEATING

H1 H2 H3 H4 Cl

SPACE COOLING

C2

I RTANCE
NO.

8 8
..

4 4 2 4

termine the effect of condensed water and dust on cover -plate performance.

SERVICE SPACE H SPACE COOLING -
PATH ANOT WATER

W1 H1 H2 H H4 C2 C3

IMPORTANCE
NO. 10 4 4 4



hanisms in hopeycorriiCollectors, emphasiz
convection. Investigate the_effect rf cell sh

PATH
.

RvipE
HOT WATER

W1' , i1

HEATIN

H

G

H3 , H4 Cl

CE C

c2 C3

1,

f
TANC6
Q.

,

. 7.

l-8,5. Determine the, effect of large scale plate eoughne'Ss for example/ tirtiston the- absbrbet se ace, V- .. ,
Oga$toris, or cups) on the natural convection heat-transfer loss from the ccillectctr. Relate these effects to the
rmance of various 'collector types, .

..

1 e

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

WI W2 HI.

-..
SPACE HEATING..

.H2 H3. H4

CE COOLING

C2

I TANCE

I try v.- Iiit
LB-6. Stu onve iorybeat losses caused by absorber and
isothermal. _q0Sider both liquid and air collectors.

axing surfaces. tha are not

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

V 1 412 H1

SPACE H

H2

TING

H3 H4 Cl

ACCCOOLING..

C2

AMPORTANCE
5 6

'gate th relationship Petween Stanton numberi(heat filIansfer), frictiqn factor (flow power require-
Reynolds number for forced convection plates with various extended heat - transfer surfaces (V-

corruga etc.) I

PATH

%

IMPORTANCE
NO.

SERVICE
HOT WATER

)

W2

la
SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Cl

ACE CVOLING

C C3

'
i wirk*

C4

7
_ -



tigate the effects on
ics of collector glazin

p
Ileetor pe drmance of reflective coatings on the. glazing. Study the o
nd compare the effects of theie glazings on t t and diffuse radiancY

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W Hi

SPACE HEATING

-1.42 H3-- H4 Cl

I- Nq

IMPORTANCE
NO. 4, 01% 4

eTthine the effects of co
'Huse effects to th.e.surface props

d natural and

PATH

AVICE
H# TWATER

_..

SPACE HEATING

H2

,.,--._,

H4 t.
SP E COOLING

IMPORTANCE
NO:

7

ermine t1 thepretical heat-transfer mecharr ,rns in evacuated collectors. Develop an adequate
I analysis of galeous conduction at,rarefied pressures -for .4riouageometries-and tilt arrkleis. jhe study

sho &Jd dude the effect of diffiapn of he into the 'Collectors- nd an estimate of the-p esume required to
eliminate significant conduction effects.

mr

tft

PATH

41% .. .

1

SERVICE
Mt WATER

VV1

- 44
W2 H1

SPACE FrEATI14,6
,

112 H4 C1

SP4CE COOL

C

ING
-

,

IMPOOTANCE
NO.

4

1 nv_ igatethe aerr}elasti> sects _

A

-ind n collectors and call

PATH

SERVICE.*
140T WATER

WI 1W2 . 1-

CE

.H4 , CI'

SPACE COOLING
.

C2 C3'

CT:

IMPQRTA (



nce of liquid- heating a air =hettrr la Ilto, In
I r design aril construct people ion of collector

environments;. the pvrforma e of collector co ,insglations, and
nsion and te iori;,.the effects of condensation or dirt accumulation

ions; cp.v distribution problems; andibe.gitegration of collector
record should emphasize broblems encountered with the types*

that have proved effective foi. dealing with those 'problems:

SERV
NOT WA

WI -'' W2, HI

SPACE HEATiNG,

H2
,
H3

,
H4 CI

,

it E COOLING

C2

. 10 10 10.

quid-Heating Collectors
the effectivilland Cost of various metheds

±es, designs for wilhstanding freeze-thaw cycles,
of freeze ,protection, including
14w-loss coefficient. and

SERVICE SPACE HEAPING i SPACE COOLING
PATH ROT WATER &

.
W2 Hi I2 H3 H4 Cl

IMPORTANCE .

NO. 0 , 10 10 I

I.
IC-1.Evaluate trickle collectprs_analyzing dermal pe nce characteEistics -of these collectors,
and trouble- glazed configurations. Sty the cost of curt Hectors, their potential for cost rectum
theii dur lity_ to the-ehtiie wateKcollection system ass fisted with a trickleaollector array, and discui ration over long periods of time. Define water quality cerntrol reqUirements and analy..
the effect o igh midity on all collector components. , ,

.

.

.
PATH

SfRVI&E
HOT WATER

i Yy2 Hi

ACE HEATING

I.4 H3 H4 ICI

ACECIAL

C2 :C3 CA

TANCE
N

-
e 10



concentrating liquid heaters/radiators (probably unglazed) as
ce heath and cooling system.

. PATH

SERV
HOT WATE

Wt Hi N2

EATING

H3 H4 Cl

RACE

C2

ING

PORTANCE
-NO.

10

IC-4. emperature (70 to 1 non-concenniing, liquid-heating collectors to be us

thqmal e . =rces for heat pumps. The co should offer significant advantages over current model
in performan e cost, and/or reliability. Investigate possibility of integrating the tpllectors into the building
structure.

It PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

WI

---t

W2

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4, C1°

ACE

C2 -

_LIN

RTANCE
O.

9

Oeivelop medium temperature (120 to 170@ F), non-contehtrating, fiquid-heging collectors or prooldipg
space heating and hot water. The collectors should offer significant advant et current mokli in
performance, cost, And reliability

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 'W2

SPACE HEATIN

Hi C

--ACE COOLING'

C2

,

C

I TANCE
NO.



170 to 230° F) non-corcentratiris, liquid-heating collecprs hive cooling
The collecti5rs should offer sif,nificant,Ath:farttage over current

Employ selective_stces, coated glazing, Convectiorksup
iate.

TH
Si4VICE

HOZWATER

WI Vi2 HI

----ACEIIKATING

142 -H3

-----

Cl

AC

C2

LING

IMPORTANCE
NO. r __._

l-D. 'tr -ll Atirs Ili Collec

'1-13-1. Invest* to the possibility of developing,a Mardi.
Study t of transmission characteristics, front fac
nisms on c tvr performance.4nclud performance

sure drops. Analyze the performag onventio I ai
o die building walls or roof. .

4
o .rnerit for solar air - heating collectors
ptessure drop nd heat-transfer rnecha-

and the effect Pthanifolding on cost and
and of inflated, bag-type air heaters built

E

PATH

R

HOT WATER

WI

CE

.
W2

,

HI

ACE HEATING

$12 4

,

H3 k14 Cl. -1
C2

LNG

IMPORTANCE
O.

14

7 9
0RAD ,

6

v_stigate the heat transfer characteristics of the, varioilis means proposed for, ro
from collector absorber surface to air_ Study the 'kir flow velocity, fins,
metal sheetsE,iflow aver depressions or cups, and the use of turbirlators.

, -48T377---7-7----FIVICE
0-

PATH HOT WATER

WI W2

ACE HEATING

H2

4

H3 H4 C 1

SPACE COOL

C2

G

C3

I PORTANCE
NO. ---

1 10



4,4134:ii-stablish one or more tisting tend evaluation air
rformarfce evaluations on collectors both as separate cornpp tints a as

performance characteristics of air heaters.in which theairtiaifels.in ross
s6 passes against the underglazing of the collector, This evaluation shoul

cif deposits on fhe glass.

orking syste
Rarated from th

a discussion

EvalUate
zing and

the effects

RVICE SPACE HEt11TING SPACE COO NG
TH 'HOT WATER . -a

1.
--L WI W2 Hi H2 H4 CL C2 C3
IMPORTANCE

NO.
7 10 0 10

IE):5. Evaluate the effects of inlet ri exit air
Study installation costs atidThe effects of =pressure dr

L
design on the performance and costs of air heaters.
r 5uCh,Syliems.

PAT
ti

SERVICE
HOT WATER.

W1 W2 H1

.
SPACE HEATING

;12 113,

,

H4 Ci

SPACE COOLING

CZ C3'

,.__

IMPOR TANG E
NO.

5-
..----.

6 IV _

7 Pk



o 120' F), non-concentrating, air-heating collectors to used as energy
ors should offer significant advantages over current models in perfor-

mrnance, cost, and reliability. lnvestigaterjhepossibility of integrating these collectors into the building structure.

a. 4.kj...

PATH -

RV10E
HOT WATER.

Wi

.

.

ACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 # Cl

SPACE Laid

IMR RTA
I

9

Develop iipedium temperature (100
drying, process heat, and service hot

Orrent modiels in performance, cost, and reliabi

non-concentrating, air-heating collectors for space
Collectors should offer significant advantages over

-----7:W7--
.

PATH
_

SERV10Ei,
HOT WATER

Ni W HI

SPACEMEATING

H2

.
H3 H4 Cl

ACE COOLING

C2-

IMPORTANCE
NO: ma no

. LD-8. Deyerpp high temperature (170 to 2300 FL non-concentrating, air-hea
machines and for process. heat appliaions. These collectors should offer*
models in performance, cost, and reliability, Where possible, use selective
bon suppressors, and radiation traps.

collectors for driving coaling
icanLadvantageS over current

coated glailigs, coftvec-

8e

PATH

SERVICE4
HOT WATER

1 2

ACE HE

H1 H2

ATiNr#:,
,. *

H''YH

,. A

---T---
'IMPORTANCE
3 NO. M.



1-Ea-1. Evaluate current and
co lector performance, potential
configurations and for various Oplica ions.

s for evacuated collectors. The evaluation should include
ss, and the implications of using the collector in various s'

1Ea-2. Continue the development of high temperature eva
percent-efficiency) that have the po ntial for low 'costs.- The
conventirral absorption chillers, for Rankine/vapor compressi

_tors (200 to 3000.F With ay
will be used to sup' ene
rid for process heat.

PATH

'

SERVICE
HOT WATER

Wi W2

SPACEM

H2 -

EATING

H3 H4. Cl

SPACE COOL n1C

IMPORTANCE
NO.

Evaluate the effect of various design parameters on the performance and cost effectiveness of evacuated
colle'crors. The parameters should -include anti-reflection coatings on .thecover tube, geometry and shape of
tube (acceptance angle, concentration, interception area etc.), and mirror refle for characteristics. Establish at
lelast two test facilities for these.collector in different climates, one with a hi percentage of di -ct radiation
and one with a hig percentage of diffus radiation. At the test facilities, cl ne loss coefficiit, radiation
absorbing charocter and other prim_ ry pargmeters of the collectors.

PAT

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2 Hi

SPVE HEATING

H2 H3

g

H4

.

C1

A4 COOLING

C2

IMPORTANCE
NO.

90



for vacua
tes.

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W2

lector efficien

the effects of snow, ice, halt, and thermal s 7tress on evacuate

by the highly insulating nature of the evacuated tubes.

-PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

2 H 1

SPACE HEATING

H2 H 4 C t

COOLING
v,

C3 C4 ,

IMPORTANCE .
NO

I-Eb. Neat Mks

I-Eb-1. Study the potntial .0f he pipes in various coil including alf.;and d-heating collectoN,
evacuated collectors, and stationa or movable concentr mg`collbctors. Estimate cost and quality control
requirements for heat pipes used in suctt collectors, and luate the effectiveness dl the thermic diode
characteristics of heat pipes.

p rTt
SERVICE

HOT WATER

Wt W2 HI H2

TINE
.

H3,
i

H4 Cl

Ad C

tC 2

°LING
.

C4

IMPORTANCE
N. 5 6



ining types (e
me collector

with heat removal at the hit pi
theimal rtMaway for heat fluxes characteri
ntration`ratiCe oft& to 1:10. All of these evaluations

a
iminating

lity.
Hectors and

should include cost

A

SERVICE
HOT WATER

VIII VV H1

ACE HEATING

H2

t
.4

C1

SPACE COOLING

t C

I- the most promising high performance heat piF
Rank ne cle chillers for solar cooling.

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1- W2

SPACE HEATING

H2 )-I3

collectors to be us h abs on Of

E COOLING

i-Ec.

1--Ec-1. Eva
wall glass

TA

of varying conditions, cell geometries, IR coatin
b flat plate collectors.

c., on the performance of thin-

T H EPt

W2 , H9

SPACE HEATING

2 H3

L-

H4 C1

A&

C2

0 G

C3

IMPORT
NO.

4 3 8
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Ft OT WATER
Y

W2

AgE HEAT

- H4

NG .

IM RTANCE
NO.

4
-

Continue to develop materials for use as honeycombs in radiation trap collectors.-Possibiliti include
Mass, plastics (mylar,Aflon, Tedlar, Lexan, Teflon-nylon, etc.), and other non-glass materials (bhenathalene
'polyearbonate, polyphenolene oxide, TPX;polyfornietitylpentane I, spiracell, rubber, etc Y. Study, the effect of
thermal expansion and degradation on overheating and the effect of the index of refraction on collector

nee. Analyze costs and mandaetkuatsiility.

SERVICE
HOT WATER

I-Et-4. Deyeloothe.rdo5 oromisinehigh performance honeycomb liquid heater to
Rankine cycle chillers for solar tooling

TH"
.

SERVICE.
HOT WATER
.

WI W3' H 1

SPACE HEATING
v

H, 2 H3 H4 Cl

SPACE COOLING

'k
't2 CT

IMPORTANCE
NO.
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PATIO

HI

SPACE HEATinG

H 2

_

. .

-

C2

L NG

T E
2

.

7

high temperature honeycohnb, trans

PATH

SERVICE
HOT wATEr

W1 W2 Hi

ACE HEATING

Si H4 Cl

SPAC E

C2-
IMPO TANCE

f!IO. .

Investigate the potential of thermIt-trap colic tors, paying particular attention t
fail-safe cover plate design and to controlvof toyer plate radation.'

_

PATH HOT
RVYVICE)

W f

ATER

W -VI

SPACE HEATING

H' H3 Hi C i ,

ACE COOLING

C2 C3

"'

C4
,

IMPORTANCE
NO.

a

4
.----

I-Ed-3. Evalulte theelpotetial of black liquid collectori which use a c water slurry as an lablfter. Study,
the corrosion effects of the mixture and estimate the ex{ of providing tr sparent cpntaiffers for the fluid.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT .IATER

WI W2 I

SPACE HE

H2

TING

H3

,

H4

APACE COOLING,

C2

I PORTANCE
NO.



WS; Orli
1

_

lealeklrag !venal ten :oft
Irmitity1Q, and proMeleen VhOuld be *de for 4a tracking d lhe ma.

igiaticocirccovectliak Øe ittoticatiolv pLptotecdôn :agairist thernel'-'
art ,J Itlarri, and lifellitne OOKS-.fdr the coritinettihg andlracktnit---

0 rill Influenced by given afplications--for example, at as sotimefor

PATH Nor WA:TER
IPAireW4E/4TRoigG

,.
St! COOL1146

C3-W1- _ 142 113 144

RIAN10E
_

. a
2 IC

1-F-2. Develop a high performance parabolic cr compound parabolic mirror 'con
-concentration ratio. Ihe concentrator amid be designed for daily solar tracking and

n 200 and 30P0° F at greater than 50 piercent efficiency. fmphasite cost
. energy produced. Designs should provide for east-we w tnounting on fiat-roofed buil
tilted configurations for-daily tracking. Designs -sho old also provide for reduced eier
suppression And I EraJiation 6uppresAion an ad for pretection against thermal ru riway

/

ith a -10
rnperatures

ries thierrnat
and or north-south

loss thro'ugh coi4yectiori
a a cooling failure.

Pill
SE IRViCE

HOT ViA-TEIRI,,,_

Wr W2 Hi

SPACE PlEA7R4G

lET- 113 = 14

SING ,

C

,

C2

M R A

N .

CE . Ea 1C1

,
.

i-

1-F-3. Evaluate track i ng rnechan ism( for concentroling co hector yst* that reoutre daily tracking. Consider
cost of the driwe mechani sms, reliability of t he drive systems, requ ir nriery0k-.0 support structuies, requirements
for pivoting fl itd coupling connections, means of fail-safi ng in cMe of coolanr loss, and the capacity of the
systerns to withstand high wind and gust loads.

.
PAlrli

SERVICE
H OT IVVA1ER

/

ACE I-HA-TINE SPACE COOLING .

1 W2 H li 2 113 Cl d2 C3

IMPORT-A CE
NO. 111111111111111

10

95
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at use plane or cylindrical mirrors of various tt
Ion collet-tor perform ance of surface irregularities

. ..
,.

. .1
I.-F-5. Evaluate-the effect on collector performance of dirt addotl-ter af.,CUMU lations on the mirror or Fresnel tens
of concentrating collectors. Establish requirements for maintaining quality in t concentlating collector _optical.

,systems. ,

PATH.
.- -

SERilICE
HOT WATEFi

V1/' I--

.

VV-2 ,

SPACE klEATI
.

H2

G

H3
.

-14

w.

.

t I
.

C2

ING
,

IMPORTANCE
NO. 7

tti

Determine the availability of and need for rotary or flexible con-neetions between the abiorber tube and
the heat transfer fluidi.line in linear/racking, concentrating collectors. This Includes both compound parabolic
concentration and Fresnel lens collectors.

- PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

1 W2 HI

SPACE HEATIN

1-12'
G.

N3 H4 Cl

ACE COOLING

C2

IMPORTANCE
N O.

7

I--F-7. Monitor the Diyision of Solar Energy solar thermal and photovoltaic programs for design and analytical
information 'applicable to concentrating collectors_

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W HI

SPACE HiATING

412 H3 H4 CI

SPACE Ct

C2

OLDIE

C3 C4

IMPORTANCE
= NO. 6
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LF-9. Invfttigate the potential of high temper n-tracidng, concentrating col use Frignel

lens. These collectors will have a concentr n ratio of apProximately 3X.,- achieve emperaEores 4310200 to

300 F, and have efficiencies over 50 pe nt. Investigate cost-perfonnance tradeoffs for rollectors-used as

rces for iption chillers or for process heat. Study methods for reducing energy' lops, including4he use of

s es and various means of convection suppression, Make cOmparisons with tratkiqg Fresnel

ms of the same aperture area.

Coritinbe to develop nqn-tracking cbncentrating, parabolic collectors with.3X cr* ion

Consider how designs could be modified to reduce, mass production costs. Study required manila

tolerances for collector shape and placement, and analyze the possibility of reducing,energy loss th

convection suppiession or radiation suppression.-Cornpare track g and non-tracking Parabolic concentrng
,syerns. %

97



ht TWATER
c

.
_ E HEAT!

H4

a_
.

H
M

_ th

,..

4-F-12. Investigate the use evacuated tube absorbers as energy
lures are 'expected to be very Jiigh, especially in stag
heliLltin penetration, and seaqaijure. -Investigate

o surfacs, anti-reflection coking of the outer
surface of the envelope. Investigate the stability of t
Evaluate the possibility of using, heat pipe -absor
considered. Differentiate between the receiver
tors. Recommend candidate rear
prototype receivers.

elves in concentrating collectors_ Because
conditions, the` study should consider out-

le efficiency gains resulting-from use of selective
ss envelope, arid IR reflection coating of the.inner

:oatings under normal use arid stagnation conditions.
Ludy the fabrication costs for each of the features

irements for 10X concentrators and those for 3X concentra-
concentration rats iff: Perform tests to establish the behavior of
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1F-11:Invest e the use of advanced absorber t chniques and insulation for heat iori byt r eivers.af
concentrating collectors. Analyze improvements in efficiency, costs and Longevity of hoheyco
selective a sorhers, IR oiler coatings, IR reflective ner coatings, and black body traps. Study the potential of
foam gla and polyrtnide2foarn for high temperatu nsulatiop.-Choose candidate receivers for 10X and 3Xconcen is_ Build and test the receivers, using apps concentrators to test their behavior.
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ts 1 °5 Choose the;_ rnOst cost effective 'c mbinations of receivers and concentrators with concentration ratios

irnatic ionesl

near 3X: Condiuct collector tests, construct. a coil -tor array, and test with standard or specially designed :
absorption or Rankine cycle chillers in appropriate
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I-LC. Reflectors for - Collector Augmentation

,Study the performance of movable and immovable collectors. Analyze the importanCe of reflectance by

comparing diffuse and specular performance, analyzing the effects of collector and reflector gecirnetry, and

studying the necessity for periodic reflector adjustrnent_fsti mate the effect of reflectance on collector loss-of-

coolant temperature excursions. Study the effect of reflectance on collector performance in space heating and

cooling applications_ Study the use of diffusing or reradiating surfaces (e.g., white gravel) and specular

reflectors
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1-a-3. Identify rc
stabilitp, and diartbility
decks, while paint, white po Ala
roofing niateqs, silvered rn crogla
sheet, and aluminized paints _

for use with diffuse nd specular solar collectors, Study cost,
e materials. These materials should include white gravel on roof
thin sheet metal, anodized or non-anodized alum urn, standard

ntional mirrors, metalized films, polished and coa c aluminum.
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_1-1:1. Materials

VFW. Selective Surfaces

II-Ha -1. Conduct a program for testing failure modes and mechanisms of selective surfaces. Expose candidate'surfaces to tiV radiation, elevated temperatures, and humidity. Determine their endurance, develop methodsfor overcoming failures, and assess economic tradeoffs,
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Evaluate instrumentation for nuking fast, accurate rneasutements of absoiptance and ernittarsce. The

ration would be used in _production process quality control and detection-of coating. irregularities.
he use of CO, lasers, and evaluate the possible use of simplified testing procedures, in which only ow
resentative temperatures and wavelengths are used Recommend quality control testing standards for

surfa*
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. Evaluate selective surfaces based on metal-oxides, including black 'chrome;
oxide. The fol lowing aspects are to be considered in the evaluation:surface solar si
spectrum ernittance, surface stability in different environments (humidity, solar rac
surface mechanical stability during multiple cycles of expansion and contraction, and
of production rate.
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S rt the development of the most promising high -performance flat plat collector with selective
absorber (a f other features as required) for use with absorption or Rankine Ode ch leri for solar cooling.
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Evaluate various 'paints and
the characterization of materials that

coatings for application to a night-sky radiative panel. This inclucles
high IR emittance and.low absorptance.

_
.
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me& an -other non-glass materials resistant to weathering, UV.radiation.and
Ie materials must be suitable for ,miss-produced collector glazing; and

filed economic stiidies will be necessary). Identify -exitting.production
evaluate the products for resittance to UV radiation, abrasion, temperatutt,
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1-F1§-2. Develap facilities testing polymeric and. er non -glass azinp in the mg areas: accelerated

aging, exposure to a variety of envj.women dampness, cold, pol Lion, wind, alb de, salt pray, etc.), high

ternpature and Liv de adatioll: inner glazing applications with glass as the cc r pla and otters as

appropriate,
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I-114-3. Determine the damage history of both glass and n6n-glass col ector glazings, including hail damage

and vandalism as well as thermal stress breaks. Determine_ the significance of such damage for collector

performance.
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I-H6-5. Determine the effect of glass surface conditioShs on collector performance. Include an evaluation of
traditional glass surface figuring and etching.
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I-Hc. Glazing surface Coatings

- Develop durable coatings for plastic glazings. Compare the cost of applying a outing of polymer
plastic on PVC film to the cost of building t stabilizer into the polymeric material.
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1-11c-21 Continue development of surface etching processes for reducing reflectivity on both glass and plastics.
DeterAine the types of glass or plastic most appropriate for this treatment, their potential for mechanical surface
failure, the effect on them of dirt and repeated washing, and their cost effectiveness_ ,
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SPACE COOL

ion coatings. Emphasize increasing e. so -ar spec rum ran
Lion characteristics. StudY the effect of IR.reflection and solar transmission on collector

ormance for both flat black absorber and selective absorber surfaces. Evaluate conventional and advanced
collectors with honeycomb convection suppression and other advanced collector systems .such`as evacuated

_collectors.
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1-1-1c-S. Continue to develop semi-conductor IR reflection coatings such as tin oxide and indium oxide. Pay
particular attention to environmental stability, the optimization of the level of doping.and the coating thickness;
Maintain Close monitoring and interfacing with solar photovoltaic. developments involving these coatings. -----
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-range sealants for use in solar collectors. Investigate siliconeethylerr terpolyrne
I polyvinyl butyl, EPC)Iv, organic

ma
tars, etc. Study out-gassing, high temperature

strength characteristics, the matching 4-thermal coefficients of ekpanSfori
it of.materiaiS and inMilation, and durability.
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I-Hd-2. Evaluate methods for controllini breathing in solar collectors. Candidate techniques are vents,Ablar
-regenerative desiccants, and pressure relief tubes. Inyestigate the effects of uncontrolled breathing on collectortwhich have been in service for many years. Complete a study of the corrosion or failure of cover pipte orabsorber plate due to water condensation; the effect of condensed water leaking irtto insulation material; theeffect of condensed, then frozen, moisture; and any effects of moisture on absorber surfaces.
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LHd-.3. Develop a durable, high temperature, high humidity, glass. to- rrietal seal that could be used- inhermetically sealed collector service between 23) and 300°F.
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I-1-k. Coolants

1-11e-1 Conduct a comprehensive evaluation in search of a superior liquid coolant for sola [collectors. Evaluate
the coo lanes for toxicitir freeze protectioin, boiling protection, heat capbc i ty, viscosity, heat-transfer effective-
ness, stability, cost, safety_ flarnmabil ity ealir) g, and corrosiveness in rneta I s su-ch as Id-5tee I, al unit inurn, anad

copper. Analyze the following candidate I iquicis: ethylene or, propylene-glycol i n.water, sill con ,flu ids, !Paraffin i c

oils, hydraulic fluids, and pressurized rni*tures. of ethanol and, water. 5 urve./ the state of the art for heat-transfer
fluids in non-solar areas, and investigate ways in which these application differ frorri solar applications.
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1-11e-2 merit and -acterlz- the prole and behavior of c: utrertly Use colleCtor coolants
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Con-,pare the economic benefits co( using control systems tgo avoid fr in and adding emical
aritifree e or con-water base coolants to increase collector area.
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14-1e-5 eve! on potable corrosion nhi biiors for use ire hot water systems
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IHf. Insulation

1-1-11-1 . Evaluate tale probrIerros of moisture alosoeption and out sassing of adhesive binders in fibrous insulation.
Continue the inv stigatior1 of foi I facing used a s outa ssin g, moisture, and radiation barrier.
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Su port the dete loprnent of CO, and oir- blovin poly urethane tarn for u9e as col lector insulation.
Deterrellne optimal void vole me, therfriat I stabil fly, and lifetime and i rsu I .atin g properties. Define methods for
protecting the foam against fire.
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I-Hf-5. Survey and document the 2roperties of known and candidate insulation materials, especially those
originally developed for non-solar applications. These properties include out-gassing, moisture absorption,
thermal -degradation, etc, Idientify new, high performance, insulating materials suitable for use in solar
collectors.
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Li-if-6. Support the development of polyirnide foams fol'use as collector insulatio.n. Study the following aspects
of the foams: dimensional stability, flammability, cost effectiveness and cost reduction, stability at evaluated
temperatures, and the thermal conductivity/density relatIonship,
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1-14g. Absorber Surfaces

lHg1. Evaluate the potential of long-life, stable, non-metallic films for use as absorber surfaces or other
collector components. Study the problem of low temperature conductivity of these films; and consider the
develockneht of an integrated, sealed, all-plastic collector module.
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I-1. Tests and Standards

lP1 Recommend standards for the di mere;ions of solar collectors. The standards should facilitate collector
packaging, shipping, installation, and use Review current 'collector sizes and mounting characteristics. Discuss
the value of such standards and estimate their probable degree of acceptance
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Thermal- Storage and Heat Exchange
OBJECTIVE

The basic technology must be dev-Xped for cost-effective means of collecting solar heat in-collector
arrays, transferring it to thermal storage, maintaining it in storage, and transferring it to the load on demand.

EMPHASIS
The profgrarn emphasizes the identification and development of durable and effect ive material for ping,

heat exchangers, thermal storage media, and storage tanks. It also stresses mathematical mode ling and testi
various means of decreasing installed costs and increasing the thermal performance of the manifold/he
exchange/thermal storage system.

TASKS

IIA. Storage System Studies
IIA-1. Investigate the various niean4 used fun iergy nolo a solar collector array and transferring it to
a stage medium Study rrethods of manifolding collectors and running the thermal collection mediunt to a
central storage point, and examine methods ref heat exchange with the thermal storage material. For each
approach, identify materials and installation costs, required building space, and thermal loss characteristics.
Study means of combining or integrating collection and heat exchange proce_sc'es to reduce costs,
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Develop mathematical modeliri techniques for analyzing thermal, forage as part of a whole building
systerh. Emphasize computer-assisted analysis of solar energy systems. velop two means for analysis:
detailed models and simplified codes. The models will make it possible to determine the effect of stratification,
phase-change, and non-equilibrium conditions on slur performance. The codes can be used in system
models. They will be validated for Particular tale steps and conditions and distributed for general, use along
with documentation on their function.
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ILA-4. Develop a theoretical model for the characterization of incongruent phase-change 'storage media. This
model should identify and characterize theiphenornena of crystallization and heat transfer within the rnedi urn. It
should also be usefulifor characterizing long term effects such as precipitation. The model should be developed
to be useful for cleterrni ning the effect of varying the heat- transfer rate and the effect of varying the geometry of
storage, containers that use phase-change material. The model should be validated (or calibrated) against
experimental data on phase-change materials

, II, 0 I ther aral
architects dod origin r It .,14 ,id 0,o-oldie I fitc)rrna lion on thermal storage systems installed in buildings,
problems with install g rht-rrnal storage systems, and theoretical and actual performance characteristics.
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Study the economics and technical feasibility of seasonal storage,
cooling. Define thir relevant subsystem parameters and climatic variables

h for winter heating and summer
fiecting cost el fectiveness.'
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IIA-7. Design, construct, instrument, and operate storage subsystems necessary for improved systems. Develop
and valicNe mathematical simulations for these unproved subsystems. Consider storing heat and/or cold. If

possible, choose these storage subsystems from among those available in the demdnstration program.
. t
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IIAI O. CcnOuct a system analysis of advanced thermal energy storage subsystems, emphasizing the physical
requirements of various solar energy applications. Define the significant physical parameters, optimum
parameter ranges, and boundary conditions for the subsystems when ley function in each of several important
solar energy systems- Study input and output requirements for the subsystems (phase-change materials,
reversible chemical reactions, etch The results of this task will be used in setting prioriti, for additicinal R&D
activities-
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II B. Piping, Dwain, Ileat Exchangers
II -B Nivielop a compact, packaged, a ir- ha ndling unit tor ose in air-heating col lector systems. The unit should
incorporate the necessary clarnpers,4controls, and an auxiliary heater and fan.
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eiop a fail .-safe heat exchanger fos use with a domestic hot water system. The heat exchanger must
not leak the primary coolant into the domestic hot water system even when the exchanger malfunctions.
Emphasize cost effectiveness.
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ii R-- 4_ Its:vest igale the effects of flow passage size and system layout on the performance of low velocity, natural
convectiOh, solar heating systems which utilize rock bed thermal storage and either air-heating collectors or
direct head k of thi space or structure. Analyze the stability of flow through the rock bed and the effect of turns,
duct sizes, and obstructions on the 9verall air flow characteristics of the system.
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11-E1-6. Identify low cost materials with'w installation costs that are suitable for plumbing insulation for
moderate temperature systems that use a Ii id-heating collector.
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11-8-7. Identify, low cost replacements for sheet.metal.ducting for air syst
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II iI estlgate the /11ii ,M1116 srII pumping circulation N-Sty erns, ouch as heat pipes, for
transferring heat between coilek (or and storage system and between storage systen and heat load. Identify the
most prormising heat transfer methods and c ompare their Lust effectiveness with that of standard pumping
systems-.
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IIC. Water\Tank Storage
11-.C.-1. Investigate the heat flow characteristics for water tank thermal storage in a passive solar heating system.
Consider transfer of heat into storage during direct sun irradiation and transfer of heat.out of storage into the
structure. Investigate the effect of color, surface shape, and form subsystem performance.
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H H3 H4 Cl

-ACE COOLING

C2 C3 C4

IMPORTANCE
NO.

5 8

II-C-2. Investigate the problems associated with thermal storage in the temperature range from 195 to 150°F.
Include the use of pressuriied hot water, fluids such as paraffinic oils, solid materials such as rock, and,phase-
change materials. Consider the thermal performance characteristics and the cost characteristics-6f storage,
including container and heat exchangers.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

WI W2 HI

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Clo

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3 C4

IMPORTANCE
NO_

8 11 6

I141=--3 Write a handbook to, ra,k )(wage ibis handbook should identify the ways in which
water has been used for thermal storage, \ arious means of storing water and insulating the tanks, types of liner
for tanks, and the corrosion characteristics of the various approaches. The handbook should also identify the
basic cost characteristics of each approach

H

IMPORTANOL
NO

SERVICE
HOT WATEN

WI WI I

SPACE HEATING SPACE COOLING

Its



Investigate the use of multiple tanks to allow thermal storage at a number of to
Determine whether this approach is cost beneficial in yprious system applications.

attire levels

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W2 H1

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Cl

SPACEtltlLlNt

C2 C3 C4

IMPtIMPORTANCE
NO.

6 5 6 5 6 6 6

IIC-5, Investigate the potential of non-corrodible liners for water storage tanks. These liners might be made of
plastic, fiberglass, or other materials. Different types of liner might be used with different types of tank.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

wi W2 Hi

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4

-SPACE

Ct

COOLING

C2 C3 C4

IMPORTANCE
NO.

5 5 5 7 5 5 3 5

II--C-6. Investigate the use of lab, such as lightweight concrete composite structure, for at
water thermal storage tank The material used should be waterproof and low in thermal conductivity so as to be
insulating It might also be capable of servi( e as a structural element of a building

T
PATH

lit3ORTANct
NO.,

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W I wz

5 5

SPACE HEATING

IIL

5

114

6 5

SPACE COOLING

(.2

6

C3 C4

5

I A ha,. 1.,

tank .11 tai k., 10, 1. 11,3 t n ie% d ((II e hear excuninge

panel strapped on die emitsid.z. i,1 00 ( liar.Ir allow fur the redo, ed amount of equipment
requiled anti tut the ewlla the, .11.1 taril. inanoielotaEog t_g

hAk

IMPORTArm.
NO

,Lf, JILL
,01 WATEM

WI



II-C-8. Investigate the effectiveness of temperature stratification in water storage tanks. This study should be a
combination of a system analysis (to determine the effectiveness of stratification in a given application) and an
analysis of the means by which stratification can be achieved. Identify theoretical models suitable for predicting
the degree of stratification that can be achieved and validate the models, Examine the effects of the placement of
heat exchangers and auxiliary heaters on producing and maintaining stratification. Identify the cost characteris-
tics of the various means of achieving stratification.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

Wt W2 H1

spLt e HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Cl

SPACE abOtiti4G

C2 C3

IMPORTANCE
NO.

8 8 5 8 8 4

II-C-9. Investigate a hybrid storage system in which a water tank is surrounded by a supporting rock bed.
Identify the heat;exchange and thermal-storage characteristics of the rocks. Propose a suitable mathematical
model for the hybrid storage system and validate that model with test data.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

SPACE HEATING SPACE pOOLING

1 W2 Hi H2 H3 HA Ci C2 C3

IMPORTANCE
6 6

NO.

c=-1(f_ Inyestigat th, toc 141,11, anon nkfttiods, both in factory and on site, for the
construction of water tank then.tal storage units Include alternate-material-layer buildup, loam spray tech-
niques, and incorporation or the tatik as a structoi al element

PATH

IMPORTANCE
NO

SERVict
HOT WATER

WI

8

WI

8

SPACE HEATING

114 114

5

C I

6

SPACE COOLING

C2

5



W'ACt HEATING

142

-12. Investigate all possibk methods for combating aq eous-corrosion of the various materials used
r tanks and heat exchangers. Jnclude chemical additiv and electiolytic processe.s.

PATH- SERVICE
HOT WATER

WI W2 HI

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 CI

SPACE SLING

IMPORTANCE
NO.

10 10 5 11 5

r

II-C-13. Design, construct, and test water tanks with increased temperature stratification. Include the use of
fixed or movable baffles, water flow ,controls; tank shape or orientation, etc. The cost effectiveness of each
design should be emphasiz

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2 H I

SPACE HEATING.

H2 H3 H4 Cl

SPACE GAOLING_

C2 C3

IMPORTANCE
NO.

10 10 6 10 9 3 8

122



ling applications. Rock beds can be used to store cool fro_m
n cooled by evaporative chillers n day or night.
Iding. Study problems caused nsation in the rot

PATH

RVICE
HOT WATER

WI W2

f

Hi

'ACE I

H2

A,TING

H H4 CI

ACI COOLING

C2

IMPt RTANCE
NO.

t.

Promote-an exchange of information with CSIRO of Australia
age systems (commonly called rock bed regenerators in Australia ).

-PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W I W2 H I

SPACE HEAT!

H2

G

H3 H4 CI

SPACE

C2

SLING

IMPORTANCE
3 Q.

IID-3. Prepare a handbook on rock bed or gravel bed thermal storage systems. Identify the basic characteristics
of rocks commonly used in such beds, including their thermal heat capacity, density, and packing fraction. Use
design charts to indicate the_effect4 of bed length, air flow rate, rock size, distribution of rock size, etc. on the
heat transfer and pressure drop characteristics of the rock bed. Discuss methods of Tonstructing and supporting
rock beds, methods of installi plena at the ends of the beds; the availability of various kinds of rock, rock'- costs, problems caused by rock, and areas of the system where problems are likely to occur. Include
several examples of tyOica bed installations.

PATH r
SERVICE

HOT WATER

W1 W2 H1

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 C1

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3

M RTANCE
O.

3 3 Q 5 6
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In
incorporating the

ng costs, include the cost
with forced air flow and wi

portion of a heat pump into a rock
ng that may be necessary and the
ow. Study the overall problems of

-

PAM
SERVICE

HOT WATER

W1 W2 111

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3._ H4 C

g COOLING

C3 tdi

IMPORTANCE
NO.

5

ential for utilizing rock s.for storing heot above- 21 2. F.

PATH

SERVI
HOT WATER

W1

E

W H1

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3- H4 Cl

S ACg

C2

CLING

IMPORTANCE. 4

111E. Phase-Change Storage-
IIE-1. Analyze the influence of materials characteristics on the performance of phase-change systems in solar
heating applications.- Study the use of phase-change storage with air-heating collector systems and with liquid-
heating collectors. Identify the phase-change temperatures most suitable for different climatic zones. Determine
which phaie-change materials are most suitable according to the fraction of heat to be supplied by solar energy
and according to the dtaracteristics of the solar heating system.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

WI W2

SPACE HEATING

H2 H4 C

SPACE COOLING

C2

IMPORTANCE
NO

4

124
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77c-7'

ItATH
SERVICE

HOT WATER

WI'

ACg H ATING

CI .

DACE NG -

IMPORTANCE
NO.

6

114-3, Continue the investigation of salt hydrate phase-change storage materials. Deterrni= nucleation
heat- transfer and precipitation characteristics of the salt hydrates. Include means of ation and
Preventing precipitation. The study. should concentrate on those tVpes of salt h ydra
kir solar heating and cooling applications.

PATH

SEAV
HOT WATER

W1

ICE

W2 H1

ACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Cl

1'
SPACE COOLING

PORTANCE
NO.

2 8 g 5

114-4. Investigate the potential of phase-change materials for thermal storage in passive solar applications.
Include an identification of the desirable temperature and heat-transfer characteristics of the phase - change,
material. Consider methods of encapsulating or containing the storage material and indicate -how these Methods
might be incorporated into the structure of the building to be conditioned.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2 H1

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 Cl

SPACE COOLING

C 2

IMPORTANCE
NO.

6 6 6

4
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PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 YIf H1

ACE HIATIVG

H2 . i H4 C1

DACE Ct 1 G

,

IMPORTANCE
% 1

ve methods.for containerizing phase-change storage materials for thermal storage
must gatisfy heat exchange requirements, both from air to water or other fluids and

PATH
SERVICE

HOT WATER

1N1 W2 HI

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Cl

SPACE COOLING

C2

IMPORT
NO.

ILE-7. Compare phase-change storage materials with the other storage materials used in several different
explrimental solar heating systems. The comparison should be either a si side test, in which the phase-
Change storage is set up so that it can be used within the building, or a t n which the phase-change storage
replaces the current storage. Perform detailed tests to compare the performance of the phase-change storage
with the conventional storage media.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2 H1

SPACE HEATI

H H H4 Cl

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3 C4
IMPORTANCE

NO. 5 7 5 7

1 2 6

2 I



SERVICE
HOT WATER

_W2

I-9. Investigate safety hazards connected with the use Of phase-change materials. These hazards include

large expansion of paraffins and salt hydrates, paraffin flammability, etc. Suggest reliable and ooat-effeaive

methods for either avoiding or eliminating the dangers.

PATH

TA
NO.

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2

11F Chemical Storage
II-F-1. Continue the investigation of the feasibility of heat storage using LaNi, and misch I-Ni.

H

SPACE HEATING

H2

4 2

C1

E COOLING

PATH

PORTANCE
NO.

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2 H1

SPACE HEATING

H2

. 1 2 7

12

H H4 C1

7

C2

2

ING



114-3.1nitiate a search for chemical storage materials whose reaction tempeiature is appropriate for the
operation Rankine cycle/vapor colpression chillers for solar cooling. A typical temperature might 4001
(200P CI'

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

Wi W2 H1

SPACE HEATIN

H2 #i3 H4 C1 02

IN G

RTANCE
NO. ill

IIG. Tests and Standards
IIG-1. Evaluate the NB5 thermal storage test technique for water tank, rock bed, and phAse-change systems.
Examine the procedure, incorporate useful experience and suggestions, arid recommend any necessary
modifications._

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2 H1

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Ci

ACE COOLING

t2
I RTANCE

NO. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
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WO. Air Conditioning and Heat Pump

y for using solar heat to cool bUildings must be advanced. It will be necessary to

performance characteristics required for a solar cooling system to be cost effective in

various climatic zones. It will also be necessary to define climatic regions where heat pump systems can beused

for both heating and cooling.

EMPHASIS .

The program emphasizes the following:

System analysis of the most effective approaches an
separate analysis for each climatic zone.

trniiation based an (the above) system analysis of absorption and Rankine chillers foi use with

a 220 to 250°F heat supply from thermal storage.

"mization.of absorption and Rankine chillers for use with temperatUres over 250°F, heat,being

supplied directly from the cqllector. Cold side storage will be evaluated.

Development of cooling devices that couple well with heated air.

Optimization of absorption chillers to.operate with heat from thermal storage (.80 to 220°F)

TASKS

Development of solar-actuated dehumidification.

Determination of climatic zones and operating.conditions which allow heat pump systems to be

used for heating and cooling.

Determination of climatic zones and operatingconditions where a collector systertr can be used to

both drive an air conditioner and provide building heating.

IIIA. System Studies for Air Conditioning and Heat Pumps

11A--.1. Analyze cooling and heating requirements for different climatic zones, identifying areas where a system

designed for solar heating can be used for cooling when augmented by a heat actuated chiller. Identify also

those areas where either direct or indirect evaporativecooling with thermal storage is effective. For areas where

a separate solarscooling system is necessary, define collector area requirements for a system that uses a high

performance collector producinglItnergy at temperatures between 250 and 300°F. Also, define requirements for

a moderate performance system that uses a high performance flat plate collector.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2 H

SPACE HEATING

H2 03 H4 Cl

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3 C4

IMPORTANCE
NO.

.
8 8

1 3 1
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be used with the
nkine cycle, and desiccant mac

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1

PACE HEATING

H2 H3 114 Cl

AC t LING

RTA CE
NO.

Investigate the possibility and-implications
rarige from 45°F (the ASHRAE standard) to rhg

.

temperature, considering climatic zone, the. .di
coklwater. Use performance data from.abso ion a

ing the air conditioning evaporator temperature in the
F: Study the overall cost of obtaining an optimum
ting cooling in a building, and the cog of generating

°e'er types of cooling machines.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

Wi W2 HI-

SPACE HEATING

H 7 H3 Cl

SPACE C

C2

LING

IMPORTANC
NO, Il

1

III-A-4. Prepare a dynamic model of an absorption type of cooling stern uit le for studying on-off operation
and Variabl input-temperature operation in a typical solar cooling `I ton. Use this model to investigate
the effects of on-off operation on overall system performance, and validate the model against results obtained in
actual syst tests.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

Wi W2 Hi

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 C1

spApg COOLING

C
IMPORTANCE

NO.



le 'characteristics of solar cooling systerrs for various - climatic zones a

is ns by which bad profiles can be modified to lessen the impact on the

VICE
HOT WATER

*WI

SPACE HEATING

III. -A-6. Identify the tradeoff between usinthot storage and old storage in solar tooling systems in locationsr
where solar cooling is warranted. Identify the optimum thermal storage characteristics for hot storage consider-.

mg the cost of solar heat, the cost of thermal storage, and the cost and COP of energy,conversion.

PATH

SERvicii,
HOT WATM

Wt
4t.

H1

SPACE HEATING

H2 H 144 CI

E C

C2

f IN

IMPORTANCE
NO.

7 7

Absorption Chillers
111-8-1. Collect and disseminate information on the operation of the currently available 3-ton lithium bromide

absorption chiller operated at temperatures of 180°F and up. Discuss the effects of modifications to the chiller.

For the most part, this information can be derived from installatins where these chillers are used.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2 H1

SPACE HEATING

HZ H3 H4 CI

SPACE COOLING.

C2

IMP RTANCE
NO.

7 8



pilsriving app to small absorption machines: miniaturization of large
llization, and a on and cooling tower. The third possibility

insrrnic ben combining two components into one; consumption of
surface, reducing/he scaling problem.

SERVICE PACE HEATING PACE C
PAT HOT WATER

'I41 W2 I #i H2 H3 H4 C 1 C2
IMPORTANCE

NO. 7

111-8-3. Investigate he possibility of using refrigerant abso
ammonia and water in absorption cooling units.

irs other than lithiun rornide and water and

PATH
SERVICE

HOT WATER

WI W2 HI

SPACE- HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Cl

~ ACg;Ct3OLING

IMPORTANCg.
NO. 7

111-13-4. Develop an ammonia and water absorption chiller optimized for use with .a high temperature solar hat
supply (250 to 300°F).for a residential application with an air heat-rejection system. After settling on the design
characteristics of such a system, have the system built and test it. In parallel with this, investigate the use of the
system with various solar collector and storage configurations in different climates. Include an investigation of
the cost characteristics of the entire system and the overall operating system COP.

PATH
SERVICE

HOT WATER

WI W2 I41

SPACE HEATING

- H2 H3 144 C1

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3
IMPORTANCE

NO:- ,

1 34



on chiller optimized for use with a solar flat plate collector systerh
d have a capacity of about thrpe tons and should be optimized for
'ox ately 195 °F Pesign the machine for use With- a Water coo

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

SPACE HEATING SPACE C I G

WI W2 141 H2 H4 Cl C2

IMPORTANCE ' 10

III lop and test a rption-chillers that appear to satisfy the performance and cost requirements.of

various cooling ,systems.

SERVICE ACE HEATINGHEATINt DACE COOLING

PATH HOT WATER

WI W2 14 2 11 H4 I 2 C3

IMPORTANCE
NO.

10 10
. .

_

HIC. Rankine Cycle Vapor Compression Chillers

IIIC-1. Investigate various uses of piston compressors for air,,conditioners that use currently available mass

production facilities and components. Consider the use of electric motors and hermetically sealed units or even

units with rotary. seals. Investigate use of speed modulation to vary the capacity of the machine. This will

generally improve the net COP of the machine at reduced capacity because of decreased heat-exchange

temperature drops.

PATH

SE RyICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2 H

ACE HEATING

H2 H H4 Cl

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3

I PORTANCE
NO.

B



nkine cycle chillers for use in solar cooling installations
cing temperatures from 200 to 300*F. Identify the tr

ion in this,tetnperature range.

PATH
-

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2 H1

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Cl

SPACE COOLING

Cr
IMPORTANCE

NO. 8

111--C-3. Compare absorption and Rankine cycle chillers of varying size (3 tons, 100 tons, etc.); considering
the solar heat energy, the electrical energy, and other elements required for the operation of these machines.
Compare the effects of transient operation for both systems. Define the advantages of the Rankine cycle units,
cOnsiderirIg the oPerating range of bothtypes of system, the climatic zones in which they are effective, and the
potential of .the Rankine unit for mixed cycle operation. Discuss reliability, cost, and performance of both
systems.

PAT
SERVICE

HOT WATER,

W2 HI

ACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4

,SPACE COOLING

C2 C3
MPORTANCE

NO. 7

III-C-4. .De,elop a Rankine cycle vapor compression chill optimized for residential applications. Use
information from units currently in operation. (For the mostan, these units were built with off-the lhelf
components.) Study the potential for driving the Rankine cycle by a solar heat source with an electric motor as a
system component. The otor can be powered by the solar heat source, or it can drive the vapor compression
chiller. Identify the mos attractive system configurations that use this principle.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2 H1

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 C1

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3 C4
IMPORTANCE

NO. 7 7

136



111-X.--5. Investigate the potential for using a sofa/ collector array as the generator or the boiler in a Rankine cycle

system. Consider the performance, cost, reliability, and leak-tightness requirements of the system.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

WI W2 H1

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Cl

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3 C4

IMPORTANCE
N O.

7 7

IIID. Evaporative and Night - Effect Chillers
111-0-1_ Identify the radiant exchange rates that are possible for night air exchange and nocturnal radiation,
considering type of surface, inclination, climatic zone, and time of year.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W2 ti

IMPORTANCE
NO

STAGE HEATING

/12 113 L-14

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3 C4

10

Ill Li 2 1,i vc,Lis fdt.11.1 ctl. , . / toghi sky sac/lawn in either

active of passive systen.5 to kel l oolimc ctre., fur buiLlings petermine was in which thermal storage
can augment the pertormame ot so. h 2 stems ldlenUry ( Inmates it, the tt,s, where such methods might be

ette(Aiste

111

oparORTAI,, .

NO

v'ifLt
itOT WATeh

w2

SPACE HEATING

'Ii 114

SPACE COOLING

1D



4

III-D-3. Identify the performance characteristics of various means of using water spray for achieving net
cooling, perhaps as the heat rejection component for absorption units or other chillers. Consider the use of
ponds or sprays from ponds to achieve net cooling effects. Determine the operating and maintenance
characteristics of such spray systems.-

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2 1-11

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4

.

Cl

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3 CA

IMPORTANCE
NO. 5 5 7

111-E)--4. Prepare a handbook summarizing the results of Tasks III-0-1 (nocturnal radiation c g),
(evaporation and nocturnal radiation cooling), and 111=D-3 (water spray cooling). ii

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2 111

SPACE HEATING

H H3 H4 Cl

SPACE COOLJNG

C2 C3 Cd
IMPORTANCE

NO 6

1JemccA ctitil4;1,
IILE I Develop deit.dlli . I

dehumidification as en Alti otI
these subsystems

'A Iii

RTANLL
NO

.i. SiliLd gel types, emphasizing
in% del theretical and expeiimeital characteristics of

$EriviLt
.1OT wATEI,

W I W

-or ALL HtA1INC.

114 ,
SPACE COOLING

I C3



111-E-2. Identify the operating characteristics of desiccant chillers currently being developed, er
possible use on air-heating collector solar energy systems. Discuss chiller characteristics for di

types and climatic zones.

sizing their
nt collector

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2 HI

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Cl

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3 , C4

IMPORTANCE
NO.

le

II1-E-3. Develop those Mathematical
Validate the models by system testing.

jdelsrof desiccant subsystems that are needed for system studies.

SERVICE SPACE HEATING SPACE COOLING

PATH HOT WATER

WI W2 Hi H2 H3 H4 CI C2 C3

IMPORTANCE 10
NO.

IIIE-4. Using 3y3itial anal, JeclkA, ,Jczot, al)b fur solar cooling and dehumidification
systems. Identity useful materials and determine_ and catalog their appropriate thermodynamic and physical
properties, The toxicity of the desi.((aith must Lk «smoldered

rA I H

IMPORTANCE
NO

SERVICE
itOT WATEm

WI Ire

SPACE HEATING

113 H4

SPACE COOLING

10

In= E

Task III _E-3 1h, se sui I. 11, Il ,1114, %),11.ble, arid they must p vide maximum air.
,""--.8 found in

surface contact area and rrilt,iniuni ess3lre drop

PATH

IMPORTANCE
NO.

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 I W2

St- tihA I 'NG

I IL 114 L

SPACE COOLING

C3

10



III-E-6. Investigate ways in which desiccants can be used to produce net cooling or dehumidifying effects in
solar energy systems. Identify the desiccant characteristics desirable for use in such systems and compare them
with the characteristics of known desiccant combinations. Include system requirements for air pumping,
desiccant heat exchange, and mass exchange; and analyze the net effect on the overall system COP of the
requirement for electrical fan energy. Explore any gains achieved by raising the temperature of the solar heat.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

Wi

f
W2

II
Ht

VACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Cl

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3
IMPORTANCE

NO.

III-E-7. Support the construction, testing, and simulation validation of the second generation desiccant sy5 ern5
that evolve from the preceding tasks. Several such systems should be built to satisfy the heating and cooling
loads of a selection of basic national climatic /solar zones.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WA

Wi

TER

W2 H i

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Ci

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3
IMPORTANCE

NO 10

Iii E 8 Plc:p..1i 2,11....itt,
heating 5yStemN

r4 PATH

IMPORT AtJcL
NO

III L

ikie014TANLL
NO

SLI-1 v ICE

HOT WATER

W i

iOT W

WI YYL

,,tetaliii u idbie cleNicc.arit cooIingi

PACE HEATING SPACE COOLING

:Jr 4l L iitA i info

I $J

Its Ativ,,

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3



IllF. Other Chillers
III-F-1. Continue the development of Nitinol engine
engineering characteristics of Nitinol engines.

r use in solar cooling. Identify the thermodynamic and

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2 Hi

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 C1

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3

IMPORTANCE
NO.

4

IIIF-2. Investigate the potential usefulness of the Vol Hemmer air conditioner. Identity its operating characteris-
tics and indicate how those characteristics relate to the production of net cooling usable in a building. Identify
the cost characteristics of. such a system.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W2

IMPORTANCE
NO.

III- I- 3 Ni 1.1l0( thc .1.
ycle dlr coLidition,/

PAIII

IMPORTANtL
NO

III I-- I ,

PA Iii

ImPORTANLL
NO.

Z,4Lt

110-1 WATEr.

WI W2

,OTwATEk

WI

It

SPAL;L /ALAI NCI

1

rig

I itA I IN1.)

/14

114

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3 C4

3 4

pccc.alai !of diiying I

CI

5

SPACE COOLING

C2

5

C3 C4



IIIG: Heat Pumps
IIIG-1. Evaluate the relative merit of using either natural or otherwise available elements for thermal storage in
a solar-assisted heat pump system. These elements might be ponds; swimming pools; or the earth in, around, or
under the building. Identify the cost characteristics of these systems and any adverse effects which they might
cause. Evaluate the benefits to be derived from incorporating wastewater heat recovery in a solar-assisted heat

PUrnp system.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2 Hi

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 C1

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3

IMPORTANCE
NO.

10

IIIG-2. Identify the electrical utility load characteristics of solar-assisted heat pump systems. Irivestigate means
of using thermal storage for load leveling in solar-assisted heat pump systems. List both the positive and negative
effects of adding so'tit energy and/or storage to heat pump heating systems, including benefits of using thermal
storage on the high- and low-temperature sides of the heat pump system.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

Wi w2 H 1

10

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 CI

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3

.

IMPORTANCE
NO.

111 -6 j rcif. 0riii Luiifi6,.,,.,, k,,,,Liulauons of heat pumps (both water source and air
source), collector 3, and slufag.z. 1, nine the characteristics of the best combinations and the sensitivity
of each combination to changes in component performance. Identify the potential for re-optimization of heat
pumps for use with the systems identified in this task

1H

IMPORTANCE
NO

SERVICE
HOT WATEri

VV 1 W1

1 U

bPACE HEATING

IlL

SPACE COOLING

C3 C4



IIIG-4. Investigate various uses of piston compressors for heat pumps that use currently available mass
production facilities and components. Consider the use of electric motors and hermetically sealed units or even
units with rotary seals. Investigate the use of speed modulation to vary the capacity of the machine. This will
generally improve the net COP of the machine at reduced capacity because of decreased heat-exchange
temperature drops.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

WI W

'SPACE

Hi

HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Cl

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3

IMPORTANCE
NO.

8 8

IIIG-5. Prepare and validate= transient models heat puinps used in solar heat pti m p systems and evaluate
their effect on the overall performance of the system

IMPORTANC
NO.

SERVICE
HOT WATEF

W1 W2

SPACE HEATING

H2 114

ACE COOLING

o Vet rvi III .aidc G, , _ a I pump systems, one with an improved
performance heat pump and on with a con el lion .1 heat pump 6tnalyze the performance of the two systems
in typical cycles acid use this infoonati,,n to determine the usefulntss ofan improved performance heat pump in

variety of climatic WI' ,e:1

IMPOR TAt4t,t_
NO

SERV CE
HOT W TEri

VV

SPACE ttEATING AOOLING



IIL-G-7. Compare solar-assisted heat pump systems, pure solar energy systems, and pure heat pump systems for
different climates. Choose the best configuration for each climate for both residential and comrhercial
installations and for both new and old buildings. Identify the performance advantages of each system. Evaluate
the performance of a solar-assisted heat pump system optimized widaeut s -lar input, and evaluate the
performance of the same system augmented by a small amount of.solar heat 1 fine the value of the solar heat
assist for various climates. This will indicate whether even a small solar energ system (e.g., a normal domestic
hot water system) might substantially increase total system performance.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 . W2 H1

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Cl

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3

IMPORTANCE
NO.

3 8

IIIG-8. Evaluate the teasibli and merit of heat pump systems in which the compressor s driven by a heat
engine, such as a solar-driven Rankine cycle

PATH

SERVICE
149T WATER

Wt W2 Hi H2

SPACE HEATING

IMPORTANCE
NO.

III 1 t.

system n impruves air ,Jrll,,lr
variable speed di ive

St n
ICYT WATEr-I

YV 1

IMPORTANCE
NO

1.43 H4 Ci

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3 C4

7

Ir4,6a I heat pump Uelefmitle wt Ihei this
p.irop (Account for extra losses associated with the

$raLry IILA I 'NO

tIL ii4

SPACE COOLING

4I I C2 C3



III-G-1O. Use system analysis results to develop heat pumps optimized to work effectively in solar-assisted
heating and cooling applications. Heat pumps usable in combined heating and cooling systems are required
because of their cost-effective potential.

PATH

SERVICE
HOTWATER

VV1 W2 H1

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 C1

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3 C4

IMPORTANCE
NO.

III-G-11. Evaluate the potential of a solar-assisted heat pump system using a solarium or atrium as a collector.
Rock bed thermal storage could be used, the rock bed being both the heat source for space heating during
periods without sunshine and the heat source for the heat-pump.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

VV1 W2 Ht

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Cl

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3

IMPORTANCE
NO.

III-G-12. Sponsor d desigi tun,p mu!, rk). 4,1,(cd heat pump systems, The competition should be based
on a standard set of weattit4 and solar data the prize being Federal funding for the construction of one or more
R&D system tests based on the winning (itign(s)

PAIRI

IMPORTANCE
NO

SERVICE
HOT WATEH

WI W2

1U

Identify the problems and

SEHVIC1
HOT WATER

W1

is c

W1

i V"k4,1 3

I i

,

PATH

IMPORTANCE
NO,

SPACE HEATING

1-12 H3 H4

I le,i in such a t,,,J(c.1,1

SPACE VILA 1 ONO

4:3

iii ti4

Cl C4

kcal punip L,y-,[011

SPACE COOLING

o 4 C2 C3 C4



IV. Systerns_and Controls
OBJECTIVE

The objective of the systems and controls tasks is the preparation of information on system options for various
applications and climates. This information will be used to help provide direction to the overall R&D program.
To accomplish this objective, all of the following are necessary:

Data acquisition.
4

Simulation modeling, analysis, and validation.

System tests appropriate for the development of advanced active, passive, and hybrid systems for
both new and retrofit applications.

Technology for system-related controls, components, and instrumentation.

EMPHASIS

The program emphasizes the timely reporting of system test data, with cost-effective system configurations
being identified for each path and each climatic zone_ Indication will also be made of the sensitivity of each
system, in performance and life cycle costs, to changes in design or location. The program also emphasizes the
necessity of component interface information being provided to the suppliers of components and systems.
Finally, a standardized basis will be developed for the optimization of system design and cost for active, passive,
and hybrid concepts

TASKS

IVA. Integrated Active Sol i tiling},
IV-A-1 Establish the capability fur tctilig at (=Would J,Id future test facilities. Dynamic testing will be
used to determine the transient response charactert,tit s of solar energy system components and subsystems in
various modes of operation

PATH

INIPORTAINict
NO

SERVICE
HOT WATER

WI

4

W.4

4

SPACE HEATING

114

6

SPACE COOLING

c2



IV-A-2. Establish a subsystem test facility in which the collector output and building load can both be simulated
(programmed as a function of both time and observed system parameters). This facility will be used to provide
operating data on all_cornponents and subsystems except the collectors"and the building.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W2 H1

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Cl

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3 C4

IMPORTANCE
NO.

6 8 5

IV-A-3 Define a standardized method for reporting solar heating and cooling system performance, emphasiz-
ing the content of such reports rather than the format, Provide for inclusion of meaningful system performance
parameters and variables and for data on mechanical design and operating defects (such as corrosion). This will
make information on the operation of the existing system more useful to practicing engineers and researchers.

PATH

IMPORTANCE
NO

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1

b

IV -A 4 LA clop ,1

ar ((runt, for all 4 ,t1 t lc
and 501,11 inputs

FA Ins

IN414°H I AfILL
NO

SEHV
iUT

VV I

III

b

WE I e

SPACE HEATING

H4 C1

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3 C4

6 6 6 6 6

. .1. 1,,41,1111.2,1c of Sold( energy systems that
c,.1 3lioul,1 id, ntify an overall COP for both, the electrical

LACE titATING

II'

tl

114 L 1

b

ACE COOLING

C3 C4

b 6 6



IV-A-5. Define minimum data requirements for evaluating the performance of solar heated and solar cooled
buildings. Data required includes energy calculations and information on major operating and maintenance
characteristics based on observation of operating systems.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

Wt 'W2 HI

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 CI

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3 C4

IMPORTANCE
NO.

4 6 4 4 6 6 6 4

IVA_6. Define a standardized rating procedure lor solar heating and cooling systems. The procedure must
relate total thermal output (for a defined solar input and a defined load) to the required energy input (from fans,
pumps, auxiliary units, etc.). An overall, seasonal COP might be a good approach. Test the rating system to see

it provides satisfactory performance and economic analyses.

SERVICE
HOT WATER

IMPORTANCE
NO

IV -A=7

PAIN

IMPORTANCE
NO

St_ HVIcc
OT WATEr,

Vla

1414 444,,t114 kir 44r

111

locatioh. and ) I. 1 111

1 IMF'ORTANcb
NO

PA

SEP, VIcE
HOT WATEm

W I W2

1 4

A I IN&

rta

EA I ING

11a

144

413

8

CI

SPACE COOLING

CZ C

1,;4 01. t/41114.1111m

SPACE COOLING

R

4,4

a



IV-A-9. Make a detailed analysis of failures in solar energy systems. Identify failures in past and present systems,
methods that were used to avoid probable failure, and methods that might be used to avoid future failures. The
methods should be cost effective in initial and operating costs and in the use of auxiliary energy units.

PATH .

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2 H '

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 C1

SPACE COOLING

C2

IMPORTANCE
NO.

8 8 8 6 Et 8 R 8 8 8

IVB. System Design Methods
IV-11. Identify, document, and disseminate computer codes for the performance siniulation of solar heating
and solar heating and cooling systems. The codes should be of several levels of sophistication, and one code
should be established in the public domain as soon as possible,

PATH

IMPORTANCE
NO

IV-b LAJLII,I, a 111t2,41.
ValOdtion, assi,muling the
analysis tools ,

predict buildiiig energy I.)

SERVICE
.HOT WATER

PAIri

ir toP6 RTC',,
NO

WI ws

8

SPACE HEATING

II'

8

SPACE COOLING

Cl I C2

8 1 8

.1 il.s el. k I Iii 3 V.' 1 i ',pile defining methods of code
mai...g Chi valid clan tests, and pro. 'dins a central place for the certification of

le IgoiIh Ira) *mime vvhethel any of the complex load models adequately
solar aid solar heating and cooling systerrb

SEI VICE
HOT WATEh

l

SPACE HEATING

$14

6

SPACE COOLING

8

,4



Prepare standardized data for use in computer simulation analysis. Include solar radiation and climatic
information from several cities for representative (standard) years. This data must contain all parameters
required by researchers (wind direction as well as speed, for example).

TH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2 H1

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 C 1

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3 C4

IMPORTANCE
NO.

7 8 7 7 8 7 7 /

IVB-4: Analyze the costs for installing, opt i iiiii auti Iilairltainln Lurrent solar heating and heating and
cooling systems. Develop a statistical data base for these costs and set realistic guidelines for them. Distribute
the guidelines to appropriate industries along with re(..intri*ndations tor meeting the guidelines.

PATH

IMPORTANCE
NO

SERVICE
tiOT WATER

SPACE HEATING

Fri 114

7

SPACE COOLING

C2

IV Hi
heatillN du4_1 4_uulul8 The

simplified mathernotik..1 i III) /1 additional analysis Prepare tables and mapb
ilpu r orogr,atis, detailed simulation studies; andprocedures should Ea Po, ,1 J

for ap-propn indit es oil t Ii, ,1,11.

PATH

iIVJ ri I

NO

I
Iii rr4

SPACE L,.UOL INCa

CA

8



PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2 Hi

HEATING
.

H2 H 1-14 Ci

SPACE COOLING .

II 17ORTANCE
NO.

5 5 5 7 5 7 7

4
IVaI Coordinate. the efforts of ERDA and other groups to accumulate and organize solar radiation and
climatic data.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2 Hi

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 C)

ACE COOLING

C2 C3 C4

IMPORTANCE
NO.

5 5 6 7 6 5 8

IV-B-8. Develop new simulation procedures for handling ructures and collector systems based on other than
flat plate collectors (for example, focusing collectors, passive buildi etc.).

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

Wt W2 H1

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Cl

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3 . C4

IMPORTANCE
NO

5 5 8 8

1V-R-9. Prepare, validate, and standardize a method for separating measurements of direct and diffuse solar
radiation. The method should make possible the derivation of direct radiation values from total. horizontal
radiation readings_

PATH

SER
HOT WATER

W1

VICE

W2 H1

SPACE HEATING

I-12 H3 H4 Cl

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3 C4

I PORTANCE
NO.

3 8 3 3 8 3
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computer based solar and climatic data.
or summary data derived during other tasks.

should include

. PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

SPACE HEATING SPACE COOLING

W2 H 1 H2 H3 114 Cl C2 C3 C4

1p4PORTANCE 6 4 6 5 5 5 Is 6
NO.

1V-14-11. Determine and validate a method for deriving the daily horizontal solar radiation from other
-..4orrimonly recorded weather phenomena (cloud cover, wind, relative humidity, etc.). The method must he

curate for mea-surements over extended periods rather than for any given day. Use the method with4ata from
as many stations as possible to arrive at estimates of monthly radiation. Merge the corresponding degree day
heating and cooling data with the radiation value. Prepare maps of this information with fine resolution
(approximately 20 miles) for the U.S.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

WI W2 HI

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 C7

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3

IMPORTANCE
6 6 6 7 6

1V-E1-12. Determine the relative importance of diffuse and direct -beam solar radiation for various solar heating
and solar heating and cooling applications.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

SPACE HEATING SPACE COOLING

WI W2 1-11 142 113 H4 Cl C2 C3 C.
IMPORTANCE 2 2 2 7 2 7 2

NO.
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cost and perforrnarry

PATH

SERVICE
NOT IRIATER0-

Ht

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 C1

%ACE COOLING

C2

IMPORTANCE
NO..

10 10

IV-R-14. Perform a stern study comparing various methods of configuring a solar domestic hot water heating
system for various climates, usvpatterns, number of tanks, collector characteristics, etc.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

Wi W2

SPACE

1-11

HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Cl

SPACE COOLING

C2 C4.

IMPORTANCE
NO.

8

IVR-15. Prepare a handbook identifying the cost and performance characteristics of space heating techniques
that/are based on direct solar heating of the space or structure.

PATH

SE RVICE
HOT WATER

1

.

W 2 H1

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Cl

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3 C4 .

I POR TANCE
NO.

10

14



and

ile the purchase of more s+ Kist d d coat I is and additional sensors a oorstrol actuators
I and small commercial solar energy systems. Study-the tradeoff between first costs and the savings

tt of these components. Develop control algorithms, for heating and cooling systems; the
d control the time of day that auxiliary electrical energy kjsed. Check the algorithms against

simulation programs- the possible use of systems that anticipate the next day's
is and store erser8Y-Ilitcardingly. (These art" sys avoid the creation of peak demand

Test the sensitivity of the system to storage size whenithe system is operated in the made for avoiding
peak loads.

SERVICE \SPACE HEATING ACE COOLING
PATH HOT WATER _} -

W1 W2 Hi H2 It31 H4 Cl C2

IM RTANCE
N t# 5 7 6 6 5 5

1V 2. Survey existing automatic solar tracking systems and identify inexpensive, reliable type
'used with solar concentrators.

n can be

SERVICE
SPACE HEATING SPACE COOLING

PATH HOT WATER

Wi W2 Hi H2 H C1' C2 C3
IMPORTANCE

NO. 5 6

1VC-3. Identify special control logic and control actuator requirements for passive solar energy systems,

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

Wi W H1

ACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Ci

SPACE COOLING

C2 D3

IMPORTANCE.
NO. 8
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of all sizes of solar energy sy

PATH

RVOCE ,

HOT WATER
SPACE HEATING SPACE t LING

..
. W 1 1N2 11 I 42 It3 H4 Cl C2 _ C4

RTANICE
NO.

2 5

IVD. Instrumentation and Data Acquisition
IV-13-1. Develop a low cost instrumentation and data acquisition system for monitoring the

lar I led and solar heated ar cooled buildings:This system should emphasize the rrieasun
Integrated energy collected by tie solar energy system and the total energy used by the buildln

fi

PATH

SERVICE
HOTWATER

-

W2 1.-11

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 1-14 C 1 C2

r G

IMPOrRTANC E
NO.

3 3 4 4 4

4

IV-D-2. Investigate methods of compressing systems data by preprocessing. This will reduce the quanti
data which must-be stored and provide a condensed output that will be more ea nderstood.

SERVICE SPACE HEATING SPACE COOLING
PATH HOT WATER

W1 W2 HI H2 H3 H4 C 1 ,C2 O4 _C4

IMPORTANCE
3 3 4 4 4 4 4

NO.

IV-D-3. Determine instrumentation requ ire men s for the evaluation of passive solar energy systems, In stru erf.
buildings as required.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

Wt W2 I

SPACE HEATING

H2 IA . H4 Cl

DACE COOLING

C2 C3

INFO NCE
5 8

S6



SERVICE SPACE HEATING SPACE ING
PATH 140T WATER

WI W7 Iii 112 113 H4 Cl

ETA C E 2 2. 3
E

3 . 3 3 3 3 3 3

_IV-D-5. Develop microprocessor -based plug-in diagnostic systems to analyze system perforniance and fo
detect system failures. Ili;diagnostic systems will be used in large, complex-solar energy installations.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 2- HI

SPACE HEATING

FH2 H3 144. Cl

z E COOLING

C2

G

INPORTANCE
NO.

2 1 3 3

IV -E. Passive Hybrid Systems
. Identify effective ways to control energy flow in , passive solar eltergy systems. Include deft:Inc/00r

controlling both the intake and the release of solar energy, arid investigate how the-methods selected influence
The timing and effectiveness of the `overall system, including solar-activated devices.

PATH

-SER
HOT WATER

Wi

CC -

W2 Hi

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Cl

PACE COOLING

C2 3 C4

PORTANC
N

6 10

IV-E-2. Investigate and tabulate the add-on cost characteristics of the various passive solar energy systems
reviewing existing passive solar energy system installations and costs, using standard aist-estimating procedures
for buil dings.

PATH

SER
HOT

Wi

ER

W2 HI

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 114 CI

COOLING'

C2 t CSI

I RTANCE
ND.

6
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SERVICE
HOT WATER

w1 W2

IV4E--41. Extend the evaluation of the passive roof pond collecting concepttd better determine nighttime lossei

to the-sky by radiation and to the air by convection and evaporation. Study the concept for different climates
Correlate the results with observable weather parameters such as dew Roint, dry-bulb temperature, cloud

cover, and wind velocity.

PATH

I TANCE

SERVICE
HOT WATER

Wi W2 H

SPACE HEATING

112 H3 ,H4 Cl

SOACE COOLING

C2

10

IV Analyze air notion effects in various passive and hybrid system configurations. Determine whether or

air motion in these systems is sufficient to satisfy customary comfort conditions within the building.

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 WW2

SPACE HEATING SPACE COOLING

1 58

D



PATH
= -i

.

SERVICE
HOT WATER

WI W2 ill
SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 144

E t LII

IM ANCE
NO.

4 6

IVE-7. a way to terrnine vertical surface solar data from other available solar da

PATH

SERVICE.
HOT WATER

WI :-W2 Hi

SPACE HEATING

H2 H3 H4 Cl C2.

LING

IMPI ANCE
NO.

e ,
8

IV-E-8. Study, a lications of hermic diodes to typical buildings.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1

'

W2 Hi

SPACE HEATING

H2 H H4

SPACE COOLING

C2

IMPORTANCE
NO.

IVE-9. Study applicalions of inexpensive heat pipes to passive ildings.

PATH

SERVICE
HOT WATER

1 W2 H1

SPACE HEATING

-H2 H3 H4_ CI

SPACE COOLING

C2 C3, C4

I PORTANCE
NO. 5

199



PATH HOT W

Wf
ATER

W2 H 1

SPNCE H

H2

-ATING

H C

E L

---,/
E

8

IV-E=11 ibility of using Or thermosi n to heat or cool a rock bed in a passi

A

PATH

SERVIdE
HOT WATER

YY1 W2 H1

VACE It

H2

TIN

H3 H4

E

Cl

_2. Investigate
on.

fluids that expand on cli. to provide the sibility of a reverse

PATH W

W1

_ER

2 Ht

SPACE HEATING

142 H , 114 ..,C1

SPACE LING

TANCE
NO .

1

or-

IV-E-13. Use validated simulations of passive or -hybrid systems to evaluate new ilding geometries and to
improve the operation of existing heating and cooling systems.

AT
SERVICE

_HOT WATER

W2 H1

SPACE HEATING

2 H H4'. 1

ACE COOLING

C2

RT CE
10 5

160
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-SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1

SPACE HERriNG

IV-E-15. Design and construct buildings that incorporate innovative con
and/or cooling systems. Monitor and evaluate building performance

44ft-Live for varinw-elimatic r ions.

SERVICE
HOT WATER

WI W2

ptsior passive hybrid solar heating
't !loose the designs that are most

IMPORTANCE
NO.

IV-E-16. Develop architectural concepts that use passive or hybrid solar heating andfor,cooling techniques

Select techniques for development from among those found most promising in preliminary studies.

SERVICE
HOT WATER

W1 W2

IMPORTANCE
NO.

161
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and cooling systems
c zone, building type (or I

ne the best system configure
ance to changes in system des!

leguirean initial system based on the best available mathematical model
final, validated simulation. Twenty tasks, then, will be required, the first ten the

to IV-F-10) and thb second ten for the final studies (IV-F-11 to IV-F-20).

ifdies will provide all of the following:

A definition ocsystem requirements.

A ca the percentage of energy supplied by the sun for heating and cooling in various
climatic zones.

The sensitivity of solar 100 to various system parameters.

or A conNincin of life cycle-Costs and savings for solar energy and conventional syst'eMs.

Summaries of all of these results in 'appropriate forms (reports, charts, handbooks, etc.).

162



irks is the analysis of the economic, institutional, and social
ling technology will be used This includes a study of consumer

ure for delivering solar techhology. PrAding this inforreation,will
nt and commerci4l4ation of that technology.

emphasizes the following points:

The collection and dissemination of ireormation On economics, legislation, market structures,

ERDA actions and policies to determine the impact on the commercialization of solar

C.

ana
technology,

Research on factors
Increasing that acceptanc

consumer acceptance of solar energy systemi

TASKS

VA. Ec mk and Financi0 Andy&
Collect, analyze, adjust if necessary, and distrib- e data on costs of production, installation, mainte-

.nance, depreciation, repair, and replacement of solar heating and cooling Systems. Compare actual costs with

mates. Copperate with FEA PVC' and 'other, agencies in determining auxiliary energy costs. Study the

value of homes having solar energy systems; include interest rates and taxes paid by owners Identify high

ms as targets for R&D efforts. -
V-A-2. Develop a standard method for analyzing life cycle costs for solar heating and coolinrsystems and

provide a manual based on that method. Develop separate models for residential and comm_ erciat/industrial

applications. Include treatment of variable electricity rate structures and property resale values. Prepare

economic analysis models that are flexible enough to accommodate varying assumptions on fuel price

escalation, inflation, interest rates, etc.

V-A-3. Develop a simplified users version of the life cycle cost manual called for in -Task V-A-2. Manuals

should be written for at least three levels of expertise: building owner (consumer), builder/contractor, and

architect/engineer. Ttwse.manuals should enable a potential user to calculate life cycle costs for a solinenergy

system he is coriSidering and to ctrrneare those costs with costs for standard gas, oil, or electiSe syris

ans c

V-A-4. Study'the effect on costs to the consumer-of various rate scheduleelorpti
fuel oil, or LPG).. Calculate savings to consumer for systems controlled to use onl
various pricing schemes (time of day, pricing, marginal cost pricing, etc.).

V-A-S. Collect data oh skilled manpower and material requeernents for Production, installat1on, iniintenance,

and replacerrient of solar energy 5ystenn; and identify current and potential resources for meeting each-type of

requirement. Identify possible labor or materials shortagei that might slow the rate of adoption of solar energy

systems. Estimate the total impact of such shortages. Corripare current supplies of each with dernatid, allowing

for competing uses of the same resources. Estimate direct and indirect capital requirements for solar and

conventional energy systems, and indicate how these will be likely to change during the next ten years.

V-A-6. Develop models for evaluatiog the effect of various incentive_ policies on market penetration, fossil fuel

savings, etc. Use the models to determine the combinations of incentives that are most effective.
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subsidies for pt
In parfon,an analysis

I fuel and udear'en
distribution, and matins f solar

rt_provided to tnese competing energy

r Attitiudes and i tvior
V-13-1. Identify the considerations that influence decisions to purchase or lease a solar energy system. Study the
importance of first cost, life cycle cost, lease or lease/purehase.contracts, and expected increases in fuel costs.
Determine *lie factois that particularly influence home owners, home buyers, contractors, and builders,

Vim. "Analyze consumer incentive programs, either actual or planned] o determlre their effect on consumer,
decisions to purchase. Evaluate the cost of such programs tdgovernrnents (Federal, state, and local). Determine
whether the incentive programs have a: pkigregive:or regressive Sect on the redistKibutich of bene,f,ts .

V*3.gtudy the purchase of solar- heating andicooling systems in the commercial sector, including
hat govern purchase decisions. Determine the Pay-back Period required in v4rious rtiarkets andrde

t amounting practices,jocluding the affect of tax regulations. Desdkibe.chainites, in
tires that would encourage life cycle costing in industry.

V-0-4. Evaluate consumer attitudes to passive direct solar energy systerns, incklding devices that require active
intervention by the resident (Moving insulating panels at night, etc.) Assess. tOnsurnefwillingriess to aece-
temperature swings. Compare consumer attitudes iri, this area with-consumer reaction to other energy ponserva-
_don meakures.

V-1125. Synthesize information on environmental parameters ihat affect human comforte.g., IR fluxand
present it in a useful form. The information will be required for the design of structures that employ passive
heating and cooling techniques. The information should includedata on the comfort provided by cooling and
air movement without dehumidification.

VC. Marketing, Architecture, and Construction,
V-C-1. Synthesiie information oramilding industry experierfcewith data on techno. logy transfer, commerciali-.

zation, and market diffusion. Identify factors thathave slowed or Prevented building technology 4inovations as
well as factors that have accelerated the adoption of such innovations..

£

V-C-2. Define promising markets and .marketing techniques for solar energy systems for buildings.- Compare
centralized mass production with. Iotal production and determine if economies of scale are likely. Compare the
do-it-yourself. and turn-key markets and recommend R&D priorities.

V-t-3. Develop models Of alternative ownership arrangements for solar heating and cooling systems (such at
co-ops, municipalities, or corporations). Assess the economics of such arrangements, especially the cost of
deliVered energy to the consumer. Investigate the regulatory and legal (especially anti-trust) aspects of such
arrangements.

V-C-4. Sponsor competitions for the design of passive solar energy systems and for the integration of active
systems into building structures. Competitions should be held for a variety of climates and building types,

'including single and multi-family residences, schools, and commercial nd office buildings. Publish the
winning designs.

V-C-5. Hold meetings for distributing information to producers and distributors of solar energy and other HVAC
equipment, architects, and contractors. Examine the possibility of establishing centers for distributing this
information.

Prepare background material for defining performance rating and warranty criteria for solar heating and
cooling equipment. Evaluate, public and private methods for providing protection to users and determine the
effects of such methods on the industry.

1.1`
V-C-7. Investigate the relationships and tradeoffs between solar energy systems and energy conservation
practices. Determine how changes in the energy conservation features of buildings will affect energy system
design, cost, marketability, etc.
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V-C-11. Determine
commercial use of
Project Breakthrough).

VD. Utility Interface
V=IX1. Predict the impact of solar energy systems on electric utility load-curves. Make evaluations with and

without controls on the time of day that the auxiliary energy is used. Assess the impact on distribittiort systems of

peak- load Conditions in a highly solar community.

proper role of ERDA/DSE and other Federal agencies
energy systems. Evaluate the past efforts of the F

I
n advancing
al Governtnent in

bitty and
area (e.g..

V-D-2. Determine the effect of various rate schedules (including time of day pricing) on tfie accounts of utilities
'customers, both those having solar energy systems and those without such systems. Evaluate the impact of utility;

-rata structures (marginal cost, aetual cost, two-part tariff, etc.) on market penetration.

V-D -3. Examine the Ideality of ownership by utilities of sola(.energy heating and cooling equipment. Include
the question of exclusive frahchise. Survey the policies and trends in policy of state utility regelatory
commissions.

V-0-4. Assess the effect on utility accounts of ownership by the=util ities of solar energy equipThent. Discuss the

option of the utility including:the solaeeqpipment in its rate base. Extamireevariousdepreciationalliswaocesa
the feasibility of cliniate maintenance agreements;

Investigate possible incentives for etility: involvement,' including utility ownership isf solar energy
equipmenL Conaiderato cost to governments of incentive programs (for exampleathrough losetax revenue), and
the rareibable' iripaCtionthe market for solar heating and cooling.

Examine the desirability of home controlled, auxiliary storage of domestic heated/cciolect water, and

compare its advantages with utility controlled storage. Analyze the impact of interruptible,power cootracts ton

market penetratiole

V-F. Legal, Regulatory; and Legislative
Determine whether the uses proposed for solar enerugy'systenas conflict with standard building, healh,

and safety codes, Consult with building inspectors if code interpretationsbecome necessary. Where conflicts

exist, suggesecode modifications that allow the systems to be used while protecting builders arid consumers.
Consider both active and passive systems andavarious auxiliary energy'sources.

V4-2. Analeieathe doctrine of regulated monopoly and eqUal protection arguments as they pertain to u

rate structiarets for solar and non -solar consumers of energy..
.

V-E-3. Develop a model definiticin of the term "solar" for use in-le on penal nin o the applicatiorof solar'

energy in buildings. The definition must prbvide for passive energy systerrls =and oti1er innovative approiaies.,

V-E-4. Prepare model= laws ?or' -the` allocation of sun tights Iiide oprieins fry allocation by first use in

Western water law) and for purchase of adjacent d tea
I.

I . 1m/es e Federal anti trust laWs for their -on sdlar energy applications. Emphasize potential

problem area ncluding the fall rig: typing agreements -(a utility leasing solar equipment only to thew Who

use it as -a backup 'system), join . esearch by corporations on solar equipment, restraint of trade, resale

restrictions`, refusal tddeal, and requirement contracts.

V-E-6. Analyze the impact pf land use planning on solar energy development. Determine wlther Federal
legislation regarding planned unit development is desirable. Study zoning requirements forietbac ks, landscap-

ing, height limitations, etc.

V =F. Education and Training
V-F-1. Develop a comprehensive vocational training program, including seminars fee training instructors and

pre ringing courses. Various successful teaching techniqueashould be examined. The courses offered should be

direc to craftsmen, Melding inspectors, etc.; and they should be given.at existing schools or by existing trade

associations whenever 'possible.

V-F-2. EValuate current programs for training architecA'and HVAC engineers. Prepare resource material for the

programs, including data on active and passive systems and on new and retrofit situations.
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V -C. Social and Environmental Considerations

VG-1_ Investigate citi?i and regional planning practices for their impact on solar energy heating and cooling,
Define requirements for special zoning or limitations on development.

VG-2_ Evaluate community attitudes toward solar energy installations, placing emphasis on design aesthetics,
impact on land values, and influences on future development of neighborhoods.

VG-3_ Collect information on materials and components under development in the heating and cooling R&
program. Determine whether problems exist in the areas of environmental impact and occupational and
consumer hazards. Report the existence of such problems to administrators of the R&D program and help to
solve the problems where possible_
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TABLE C-1
IMPORTANCE NUIMBERS,FOR COLLECTOR TASKS
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TABLE Cl (CONTI
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TABLE C-1 (CONT)

.

PATH

TASK
--,

= SERVICE
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TABLE 02
IMPORTANCE NUMMMRS FOR THERMAL STORAGE AND KAT TRANSFER TASKS
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TABLE C-2 CONT)
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IMPORTANCE NU
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TABLE C4
IMPORTANCE NUMBERS FOR SYSTEM STUDY TASKS
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APPENDIX D
Prioriti s' or Non-En eerie g Tasks



APPENDIX
Priorities- for Non- Engineering T

The following table gives the importanc.e of non-enginderirrg rating

ystem used for the engileering tasks is'not used here. Instead:tasks are sy given
a high, medium, or low priority. In all cases; priority indicateS irn arctanceof t task to

4 A'

the total R&D program.

a
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TABLE W.
R NON-ENGINEERING TASKS

FICATICiN
,. .

:" TASK

A., and Financial Analysis

,

t
1. Edonomic Data

' - 2. Cost Analyits
3. Layntran's Costing Manual
4. Rate Schedule Gists
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'

High
High

M1diuY

6. Incentive Airnant Modeling S

'7. Incentives ConirentioneSEnergy Sources
_ .
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'---

.. ., . 41 ..!
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---2.- InCeneive P pi
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High
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Luw
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,.
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.

.
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3. Atternatim ChMersbro
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8.-tR DA Marketiit Role ,`

Medium
High. -

_.
-zopgi

High
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C I

-

-
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.._ ..

6. ship of Auxiliary Storage

4r.

--,.

Righ
Medium
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-High I
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, ,. ..
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' 0

9
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(
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'
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. .. .
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eh I mpadt of Land Use Ptann

: 4:

High
tow
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i
High '

.

F. Educatipn end-Thining
- a

1. Vocational Training Program f-
2. Professional Resource Material r Mecum

G. 'Social and Environmental s

Considerations .

1. O and Regional'Plenning
Attitudes and Aesthetics
Hazard's

how
Medium ,-.....
Low
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